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SPECIAL HOURS!
MONDAY - FRIDAY:
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• 150+ Point Inspection
• Manufacturer’s Warranty
• 24hr Roadside Assistance
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It’s still
too dry
Despite all the rain we received over the
weekend, it still wasn’t enough for either of
the area’s conservation authorities to lift its
low water level warnings.
It poured in Glengarry for much of
Saturday but the Raisin Region Conservation
Authority’s station in Loch Garry only
recorded 11.8 mm of precipitation over the
weekend.
The authority’s Project Manger, Phil Barnes,
says he hasn’t had an opportunity to run all
the numbers but he still maintains that the
watershed, which envelops most of
Glengarry, is still in the level one condition
and likely will be for some time.
The RRCA declared the low water level one
status on July 3, meaning that “monthly
stream flows and/or precipitation are below
an expected amount.”
The RRCA says local precipitation for the
past three months is less than 80 per cent of
normal. Residents and businesses were asked
to reduce water consumption by 10 per cent
by limiting non-essential uses such as watering lawns and washing cars.
Mr. Barnes’ counterpart at the South Nation
Conservation Authority says his area is also
in the same boat.
Omar Kana’n, a Water Resources Specialist
with the agency, says that the subwatershed
that encompasses North Stormont is at a level
2 low water level, meaning that flows are less
than 50 per cent of their normal summer low
flow.
The Ministry of the Environment will send
letters to holders of take water permits to voluntarily reduce their consumption by 20 per
cent.
Mr. Kana’n says that the water conditions
have been deteriorating because of the extreme hot temperatures we’ve been experiencing recently. Although he says that the
weekend’s rainfall helped with soil moisture,
it would take much more before the authority
could cancel the level 2 warning.
He adds that just because there was a
downpour, that didn’t mean that rain was
distributed evenly throughout the watershed.
Some areas got 20 mm while others only received between 5 and 10.
-- Steven Warburton
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CRA scam: ‘It could
happen to you’

WARNING: Farhad Matin is warning the public about a scam pulled off by fraud artists
claiming to work for Canada Revenue Agency.

BY RICHARD MAHONEY
News Staff
Farhad Matin is surprisingly calm and philosophical, considering he has been defrauded
of $9,900 by slick fraud artists.
“Losing 10 grand won’t kill me,” says the 58year-old businessman, who contacted The News
in order to warn others about an ongoing scam
by criminals posing as Canada Revenue
Agency and police officers. “I don’t care about
the money. I just want people to know what
is happening.”
June 30 was one of the longest and most expensive days of Mr. Matin’s life. From 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., he would be on the phone with the
fraudsters who convinced him he owed
Revenue Canada a huge sum of money and
that he was speaking to authorities who were
conducting a fraud investigation.
“Everything looked official. I had to do what
I had to do,” says Mr. Matin, who owns Papa’s
Perfect Pizza in Green Valley.
Shortly before the scam artists contacted him,
he had been speaking with a legitimate CRA
agent to correct information on his file.

So he figured he was dealing with a real CRA
employee when he received a phone call June
30. Mr. Matin was informed that he was guilty
of a $1 million fraud, that he had to pay
Revenue Canada and at the same time, an
Ontario Provincial Police officer would contact
him in order to help him prove his innocence.
A bar code was e-mailed to Mr. Matin.
Bearing a Canadian flag and his full name, the
bar code was to be used to deposit money at
automatic banking machines.
He was contacted by a man claiming to be an
OPP constable. The call display feature on his
phone showed the number for the Alexandria
detachment. Mr. Matin later discovered the
crooks had used a software to “spoof” the OPP
number.
For a few moments, Mr. Matin had some
doubts. But the fraud artists had his personal
information, a police officer was on the line,
and the bar code seemed so authentic. “You
see that bar code, what do you do? It looks like
it is coming from the government. I see that, I
freak out.”
Eager to comply, Mr. Matin goes to his bank,

withdrawing as much as he can. “The ‘officer’
keeps telling me not to talk to anyone else
about this. I told the bank that I was buying a
new car. I was just following the instructions
of the ‘officer.’ I was just cooperating.”
He took his cash and deposited $2,300 at a
bank machine in Cornwall, believing he was
paying the money to CRA. When that machine broke down, he drove to Valleyfield,
where he was to deposit the balance in another
ATM. That device stopped accepting deposits
after he had handed over all but $100 of the remainder.
“The man who claimed to be an OPP officer
told me that I had to be quiet until the investigation is over,” Mr. Matin relates.
July 6, he called the OPP detachment in
Alexandria, asking to speak to the officer handling his case. He was told there is no such officer. “That was when I realized I was a fraud
victim.”
Police have no suspects, said detachment
spokesperson Constable Eric Ranger.
Mr. Matin knows there is almost no chance
SEE FRAUD PAGE 3

$100K winner
Saying “Yes” to ENCORE paid off for Paul
Loranger of Alexandria, who won $100,000 in
the March 7 LOTTO 6/49 draw.
The 67-year-old married father of one was
fueling up his vehicle and went inside the gas
station to check his ticket on the Ticket
Checker. “The cashier asked if I wanted her
to scan my ticket and I said, ‘Oh, I know I’ve
won $100,000,’” he smiled, while at the OLG
Prize Centre in Toronto to pick up his cheque.
“The cashier thought I was joking until she
scanned the ticket and the terminal froze,” he

laughed.
Since his win, the retired horse racer has
purchased a “new-to-him” 2016 Dodge Ram
with low mileage that is in mint condition. He
plans to enjoy his time and his winnings at
his hobby farm.
“This is perfect timing. If I had won this
when I was younger, it would have been operating money and it would be gone. At this
point in my life, I will do the right things with
my windfall and it will last longer,” he concluded.

Weed
removal limits
Why do some sections of Alexandria’s Mill
Pond get constantly cleared of weeds while
others remain covered in unwanted vegetation? The question was posed to The News,
which in turn contacted North Glengarry
Township. Here is the response from Anne
Leduc, Community Services Director. “The
Township submits a request to the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans each
year to allow us to remove noxious aquatic
vegetation from Mill Pond. As part of the
conditions for the removal, we are limited
to a certain area of Mill Pond. The goal is to
not impact other aquatic species (both plant
and animal) who call Mill Pond home. That
defined area is under 10% of the pond, and
is basically triangular in shape with the tip
just west of the beach area, going a little
north of Fireman’s Island and to the shoreline of the parking area,” Mrs. Leduc says.
“The Township greatly appreciates that
this may visually impact the Pond, especially when we are experiencing extremely
hot weather. We are required to follow the
directives issued by the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans or risk not obtaining
a renewal to remove noxious aquatic vegetation at all in the future.”

TROUBLING WATERS: John Clingen fears a dam on the Delisle River near Alexandria will collapse if action is not taken soon.

‘Shame’: Call for action
A lot of water has flowed under the bridge
since log drives were held on the Delisle River,
where the current was strong enough to power
a hydro turbine.
John Clingen does not expect the water
course to ever resemble the wide torrent it was
in the 1900s, when the Delisle served as a
source for Alexandria.
Yet, decrying the current “river of yellow and
green slime,” the Eigg Road resident is con-

vinced a little work would radically improve
the water course. “It’s a shame. The water used
to be crystal clear,” he says, noting that the
river now teems with unwanted vegetation
and has narrowed to the point where “you can
hardly get a kayak through there.”
While lamenting the deterioration of the
Delisle, he is also sounding the alarm about a
potential failure of a dam located on the river
north of Power Dam Road.

The aging concrete dam is in danger of collapsing, warns Mr. Clingen. He fears that an
ice jam could breach the structure which has
weakened over the years. A failure would create major problems, Mr. Clingen points out.
To protect the retaining wall, he suggests that
a barrier be installed upstream. “You could
drop simply logs into the river and attach
chains so they would slow the momentum of

A tribute to the best of the

SEE DAM PAGE 7

WINNER: Paul Loranger, of Alexandria, won $100,000 in the March 7 LOTTO 6/49
SUBMITTED PHOTO
draw.

Glengarry Highland Games.

This keepsake will feature the highlights and memorable moments of past Games.
Advertisers, this is a great opportunity to let people know you are open for business.
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Wellness
signer Teruko Wahlström, and
started their journey together to
create Rubens Barn.
On the company website,
Jarenskog and Wahlström describe the challenges of capturing
the expressions of Ewa’s clay models in soft fabric. The result is a doll
as hard-wearing and washable as
your jeans, that the owners claim

She loved
empathy dolls
so much...
BY MARGARET CALDBICK
News Staff
The emotional ups and downs
during the coronavirus pandemic
haven’t been easy for any of us,
but for one seven-year-old boy
suffering from anxiety disorders,
the loss of his beloved empathy
doll at the very start of the outbreak in Ontario became a crisis
within the crisis.
They’re known formally known
as transitional objects, and a
child’s favourite toy can be very
strong attachment, so real that if
it’s lost, the child suffers real grief.
In Anthony’s case, the loss led to
intense distress.
“It was so traumatic for him,”
says his mother Sylvie Trépanier,
a special-needs teacher at l'École
élémentaire catholique de l'AngeGardien in North Lancaster.
Mrs. Trépanier immediately set
to ordering a replacement for the
soft, hand-made doll she had ordered from a custom doll-maker.
But the craftsperson was caught

up in COVID troubles of her own,
and Mrs. Trépanier turned to
scouring the internet.
She chanced across Rubens
Barn, a Swedish company producing a wide range of soft dolls, and
for the price she paid for the original doll, was able to buy four.
“When I opened the box, I said,
‘Wow,’ I was so impressed,” recalls
Mrs Trépanier. “They are better
made, better quality, they’re
weighted, they’re anatomically
correct,” she says. She ordered one
for each of her children.
Mrs. Trépanier and her husband
of 26 years, Marc, who live in Glen
Norman, know just a little bit
about toys, having fostered over
100 children starting 23 years ago
when Sylvie was pregnant with
their first biological son, Justin.
They have three grown biological children, Justin, who is a
cheesemaker at St. Albert’s
Cheese, Koralie who is 22 and the
service manager with Hyundai in
Pointe Claire, and Nicolas, 21, who

Tiny
characters
bring comfort

EMPATHY DOLLS: Special-needs teacher and parent Sylvie Trépanier of Glen Norman holds an
MARGARET CALDBICK PHOTO
armload of soft, weighted “empathy dolls.”

is with Hawkesbury Ford and recently came third in Canada for
rookie truck sales.
Opening the box with the
Rubens Barn dolls became a Victor
Kiam moment for Sylvie
Trépannier. The late Mr. Kiam is
remembered for his late ‘70s TV
pitch “I liked the shaver so much
I bought the company” after he
bought Remington. Like Mr.

Kiam, Mrs. Trépanier is not the
first pleased customer to become
a supplier.
She contacted the Rubens Barn’s
owners in Sweden, made a warm
connection, and is now the company’s Canadian distributor.
Her new company is called Soft
Play and Empathy Dolls and even
though it's only a month old, the
dolls have already gained atten-

tion and sales in the local foster
parenting community.
Rubens Barn (Rubens in
Swedish means children) has a
story of its own.
The company began in 1996
when ceramic designer Ewa
Jarenskog who made popular clay
figurines with emotional, childlike
and cheeky personalities, joined
up with her friend, apparel de-

should outlast a childhood of play.
They also write that they believe
that the dolls help develop empathy through play, with the philosophy that children shouldn’t be
hurried out of their childhood.
The soft and weighted Rubens
Barn dolls come in a wide range
of sizes, styles and skin colours.
“My kids carry theirs around
everywhere,” says Mrs. Trépanier.
The dolls’ appeal lies in their soft
and weighted bodies and handembroidered faces with expressive
personalities.
“They have a head that is a bit
wobbly, the mouth is slightly open
so the kids can use a pacifier or
bottle, the dolls can suck their
thumbs, and they even have a little tongue that you can pull out,”

‘I remember my
first assignment’

WOMEN’S DAY PROCEEDS: Although the 12th edition of La Journée de la femme-Women’s Day
was cancelled due to the pandemic, organizers still managed to purchase two new beds for Hôpital
Glengarry Memorial Hospital. With the continued support of the community, proceeds from the 2020
Fishing Derby 50/50 draw, sale of Air Canada tickets and a great donation from Shoppers Drug Mart
and Caisse Populaire Alexandria, the committee helped the hospital acquire two fully loaded beds,
including mattresses and nurse call cables. “With over 1,000 visitors and 80 vendors participating
in previous years, we hope to make 2021 just as successful. Mark your calendars for Sunday, March
SUBMITTED PHOTO
28, 2021,” says the committee.

Reopening Stage 3
Friday, July 17 will mark the start of Stage 3 of the
province's reopening framework in StormontDundas-Glengarry and Prescott-Russell and many
other parts of the province.
Nearly all businesses and public spaces, including
dine-in restaurants, will reopen in Stage 3 while public health and workplace safety measures and restrictions remain in place.
Under Stage 3, indoor gathering limits will increase
to a maximum of 50 people while outdoor gathering
limits will increase to a maximum of 100 people. But
all gatherings are subject to physical distancing requirements.
Public gathering limits apply to indoor and outdoor
events, such as community events or gatherings, concerts, live shows, festivals, conferences, sports and
recreational fitness activities, fundraisers, fairs, festivals or open houses. A two-metre distance must still
be maintained at such events.

The Chief Medical Officer of Health, public health
experts and other officials have advised the following, high-risk places and activities are not yet safe to
open, even if a region has entered Stage 3, due to the
likelihood of large crowds congregating, difficulties
with physical distancing, or challenges maintaining
the proper cleaning and sanitation required to prevent the spread of COVID-19:
Amusement parks and water parks; buffet-style
food services; dancing at restaurants and bars, other
than by performers hired by the establishment following specific requirements; overnight stays at
camps for children; private karaoke rooms; prolonged or deliberate contact while playing sports;
saunas, steam rooms, bath houses and oxygen bars;
table games at casinos and gaming establishments.
As of Monday, there were 167 confirmed COVID19 cases in the region served by the Eastern Ontario
Health Unit.

Radiologist Dr. Ian Hammond
says he remembers his first assignment at WDMH – 20 years ago.
Since then, he has been coming to
Winchester one or two days a
week, in addition to his position
at The Ottawa Hospital. Recently,
he announced his retirement.
“Patients usually have brief, intense encounters with radiologists,” he explains. As expert consultants, radiologists analyze images to diagnose illness, thereby
assisting clinicians with appropriate treatment. Dr. Hammond describes himself as a general radiologist with a special interest in diagnostic ultrasound and bone
mineral densitometry.
“I have enjoyed my time in
Winchester,” says Dr. Hammond.
“It was a welcoming environment
from day one. Having worked in
a tertiary care hospital most of my
career, I am really impressed with
the complexity of issues that the
family doctors are dealing with at
WDMH. Many have practices in
the community and also do shifts
in Emergency or the OR. It has
been a very good experience for
me.”
Dr. Hammond also praises the
diagnostic imaging team. “In my
role, you depend very much on
the well-trained technologists that
you work with. They take the Xrays or perform the ultrasound
scans, and I interpret them. The
WDMH team is very keen and
well-trained.”
In fact, the WDMH team credits
Dr. Hammond for some of its success. “It has been a great privilege
to work with Dr. Hammond for so
many years,” says Diagnostic
Imaging Team Leader Shirley
Rose and her team. “His knowledge, experience and effortless
teaching practice with our technologists and students have been
greatly appreciated and rewarding. Thanks to his profound understanding and insight, he has
been an essential resource with accreditation for both mammogra-

phy and BMD.”
Dr. Hammond’s retirement
comes after a notable career. He
served as Chief of Radiology at
the former Ottawa General
Hospital and Chair of the
University of Ottawa Department
of Radiology. He was also a board
member of the Ontario
Association of Radiologists, president of the Canadian Association
of Radiologists, and president of

the Canadian Radiological
Foundation. Most recently, Dr.
Hammond received a Physician
Clinician Recognition Award from
The Ottawa Hospital in recognition of his outstanding career.

says Mrs. Trépanier.
The market for empathy dolls
was originally for adults with dementia and Alzheimer's, a therapy
that is a known resource in working with these patients.
But the dolls have proved popular with all ages, so, as well as

selling children’s dolls on her website, Sylvie plans to reach out to
local senior’s residences and organizations assisting individuals
with a developmentally disabilities
to lend dolls out for trial. Their
washability makes them appropriate for institutional settings.

We’ve got you covered
• Cotton Face Masks
• Hairbands with buttons • Scrub Caps

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
52 Main St South, Alexandria
343-585-3434
www.dragonflywithme.ca

RDH Dental Hygiene Care
Vankleek Hill
Come meet our new team of
Independent Dental Hygienists!
• Direct insurance billing
• Stress-free relaxed
environment
• Friendly smiling staff
• Flexible evening
appointments
WE ARE
OPEN!
Come
rejuvenate
your smile!

Dr. Ian Hammond

PC Express!
ORDER ONLINE
• Gluten Free
• Vegan
• Organic
• Plant-based meat
“We are a health conscious family.
We choose pesticide and chemical free
organic produce, PC Organics and
gluten free products to prepare healthy meals.”

CHARTRAND’S

420 Main St. S.
ALEXANDRIA
613-525-0021

STORE HOURS:
Weekdays: 8 to 9
Saturday: 8 to 6
Sunday: 8 to 6

Nous sommes ﬁers d’annoncer que le Centre Dentaire Les Coteaux
a été proactif dans la gestion de la crise sanitaire. Nous avons pris
toutes les précautions nécessaires et sommes prêts à vous accueillir
dans un environnement convivial et sécuritaire pour vous. Votre santé
est importante pour nous!
We are proud to announce that Les Coteaux Dental Center has been proactive in
managing the health crisis. We have taken all the necessary precautions and are ready
to welcome you in a friendly and safe environment. Your health is important to us!
Dr Jade Pichon-Roy

Dr Jean-Michel Daoust

Dr Philippe Chartrand,

T.T.45
450 267-9008 I 262, Route 338, Les Coteaux I dentisteslescoteaux.com
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Fraud
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

of him seeing any of his money
again. “They were really good,”
he remarks, referring to the
thieves who employed one of the
more common schemes.
“I want to educate people so
the same thing doesn’t happen to
them,” says Mr. Matin.
If you suspect you have been a
victim of a scam, contact the OPP.
You can file a complaint through
the Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre
website or by phone at 1-888-4958501.

New schemes
are being
invented as
you read this

There are many fraud types, including new ones invented daily.
Taxpayers should be vigilant
when they receive, either by telephone, mail, text message or
email, a fraudulent communication that claims to be from the
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
requesting personal information
such as a social insurance number, credit card number, bank account number, or passport number.
These scams may insist that this
personal information is needed so
that the taxpayer can receive a refund or a benefit payment. Cases
of fraudulent communication
could also involve threatening or
coercive language to scare individuals into paying fictitious debt
to the CRA.
Other communications urge
taxpayers to visit a fake CRA website where the taxpayer is then
asked to verify his or her identity
by entering personal information.
Taxpayers should never respond to these fraudulent communications or click on any of the
links provided.
The CRA will never phone and
ask for information about your
passport, health card, or driver's
licence, never demand immediate
payment by Interac e-transfer, bitcoin, prepaid credit cards or gift
cards from retailers such as

iTunes, Amazon, or others, never
use aggressive language or
threaten you with arrest or sending the police and never leave
voicemails that are threatening or
give personal or financial information.
The CRA never uses text messages or instant messaging such
as Facebook Messenger or
WhatsApp to communicate with
taxpayers under any circumstance. If a taxpayer receives text
or instant messages claiming to be
from the CRA, they are scams!
When in doubt, ask yourself a
few questions.
Why is the caller pressuring me
to act immediately? Am I certain
the caller is a CRA employee?
Have I received written communication from the CRA by
email or mail about the subject of
the call?
Does the CRA have my most recent contact information, such as
my email and address?
Is the caller asking for information I would not give in my tax return or that is not related to the
money I owe the CRA?
Never provide personal information through the Internet or by
email. The CRA does not ask you
to provide personal information
by email.
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More sexual
assault charges

GARAGES DESTROYED: Two garages in Green Valley were destroyed by fire in an early-morning blaze July 10. Michelle Robichaud
posted this photo while thanking South Glengarry and North Glengarry firefighters for braving the heavy heat to contain the fire.

Caller ID
display can be
altered by
criminals

Caller ID is a useful function.
However, the information displayed can be altered by criminals.
Never use only the displayed
information to confirm the identity of the caller whether it be an
individual, a company or a government entity.
Guard ID
Protect your social insurance
number.
Don't use it as a piece of ID and
never reveal it to anyone unless
you are certain the person asking
for it is legally entitled to that information.
If an organization asks for your
social insurance number, ask if it
is legally required to collect it, and
if not, offer other forms of ID.

Additional charges have now been laid against a South Glengarry
man as a result of a sexual assault investigation by members of the
Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry Ontario Provincial Police Crime Unit.
Aurèle Guindon, 73, of South Glengarry now faces four more counts
of sexual exploitation.
The initial investigation has found that two young people had been
sexually assaulted, resulting in an arrest June 29. As a result of the ongoing investigation, an additional victim has been identified.
The accused was released and is scheduled to appear at the Ontario
Court of Justice in Cornwall September 8
Anyone having information about this investigation or any crime is
asked to call the SD&G OPP at 1-888-310-1122 or Crime Stoppers at 1800-222-8477.
Mischief charge
July 7, SD&G OPP officers responded to a report of domestic disturbance in North Glengarry Township. Investigation revealed that a man
had damaged property in the home of his ex-spouse.
A 27-year-old North Glengarry man was charged with mischief. The
accused was released from custody and is scheduled to appear in court
in Cornwall September 15.
Impaired charge
A Quinte West man was charged with impaired driving July 3 when
SD&G OPP officers conducted a traffic stop on County Road 15 in
North Stormont. Dick Dejong is to appear in Cornwall court October
20.
Speeding
July 2-9, OPP officers stopped a vehicle on Highway 417 in North
Glengarry after a 29-year from Montréal was clocked at travelling at
151 kilometres per hour in a 100 zone. The same day a 30-year-old
Montrealer was charged with stunt driving after reaching a speed of
162 on Highway 401 in South Glengarry. The vehicles were impounded
and the drivers' permits were seized for seven days.
Fraud-related warrants
The Cornwall Police Service arrested a 49-year-old Martintown man
last week on the strength of two fraud-related warrants.
Jake Coombs, who allegedly cashed stolen cheques and took a bank
card that did not belong to him, using it to make unauthorized purchases this past January and February, was taken into custody during
a traffic stop on July 8. He was later released and is scheduled to appear
in court September 24.

Boost for restaurant

GFL CONTRIBUTES: North Stormont Township received a significant financial boost today in the form of a contribution of $614,000
from Green for Life (GFL) Environmental Inc. as part of a long-standing host agreement with the municipality. Greg van Loenen,
Environmental Compliance Officer with GFL, (left) presented the cheque to Mayor Jim Wert (far right) at the township office Monday. The
monies were provided via the GFL Host Community Fund. “The Township of North Stormont recognizes GFL as a valued community
partner. This funding stream is a much needed monetary infusion to the municipality with the continued annual decreases in provincial
SUBMITTED PHOTO
contribution through the Ontario Municipal Partnership Fund,” says the municipality.

South Glengarry council officially passed a resolution last
week to help the owner of the
Martintown Restaurant recover
from a fire that damaged his business last month.
The township is permitting Josh
Deschamps to place a mobile food
truck on the property.
“It was determined that this location didn’t meet all of the requirements of the existing mobile
food premise bylaw,” general
manager of community services

Joanne Haley pointed out.
It is “possible that the owner
may not be able to move forward
with having a food truck or a mobile food premise on the subject
property,” she said, council
would “still be doing the right
thing, procedurally by passing”
the amended bylaw. “Because a
resolution was passed approving
this, and indicating that it would
be followed up by bylaw, it’s important for us to do so, regardless,” she added.

HAWKESBURY

THIS MONTH’S SPECIAL PROMOTIONS AT HAWKeSBURY TOYOTA!
2020

CAMRY SE

82.68

ONLY $

*

/weekly
+ taxes

LE 4CYL BASE
60,446 KM

• Lane departure alert
with steering assist
• Dynamic Radar cruise Control
• Automatic high beams
• Pre-collision with
pedestrian detection

$

19,464

18,964

$

$

2016 TOYOTA COROLLA

LE UPGRADE FWD ECP 48/100
44,688 KM

LE CVT BASE
75,596 KM

LE, BASE, CVT
90,819 KM

ONLY $

81.01

*

22,964

WAS

$

17,464

$

16,964

88.01**

LE, CVT BASE
80,336 KM

WAS

13,464

12,964

$

2016 TOYOTA COROLLA

2016 NISSAN ROGUE

LE, UPGRADE MAGS ROOF
64,481 KM

S AWD 5DR POWER GROUP AC
CRUISE 62,247 KM

S BASE
72,057 KM

/weekly
+ taxes

P2567

Toyota’s answer to your need
for adventure
• Pre-collision system with
pedestrian and bicycle detection
• Automatic high beams
• Lane departure alert with steering
assist and road edge detection
• Full range Dynamic radar cruise control
• Lane tracing assist

23,464

$

P2575

P2510

P2537
WAS

$

2016 TOYOTA COROLLA
2016 TOYOTA COROLLA
weekly + tax

**Based on a 60-month lease at 2.29% on a 2020 Camry SE Base with 20,000 km per year with a
lease end buy out of $11,420 plus tax.

RAV 4

2017 TOYOTA COROLLA

P2536
WAS

*Not necessarily as illustrated

2020

2017 TOYOTA RAV4

2017 TOYOTA CAMRY

$

WAS

14,464

$

13,964

P2554
WAS

15,464

$

$

14,964

40232A

39530A
WAS

$

16,464

$

15,964

WAS

17,964

$

17,464

$

2016 HYUNDAI SONATA

2018 TOYOTA
HIGHLANDER

2018 CHEVROLET VOLT

2017 TOYOTA TUNDRA

LTD 4 CYL 2.4, LEATHER, ROOF
MAGS, LOADED NAV, 61,028 KM

SE AWD, 7 PASS, MIDNIGHT BLACK
59,595 KM

LT LEATHER PKG, CHARGING CABLE
IN TRUCK 990,561KM

CREW CAB PLATINUM 1794
4X4 V8 5.7L. 59,373 KM

*Not necessarily as illustrated

40173A

**Based on a 60-month lease on a 2020 RAV4 LE FWD with 20,000 km per year at 4.99% with a
lease end buy out of $12,640 plus tax.

SALES:
Mon. to Thurs. 9 to 7
Fri.: 9 to 6 • Sat.: 9 to 4
SERVICE:
341 TUPPER ST.
Mon. to Fri. 8 to 5
Sat.: 8 to noon
HAWKESBURY, ON

613 632-6598
800 664-7353

WAS

$

19,464

18,964

$

40338A
WAS

$

37,464

36,964

$

40303A
WAS

$

24,464

23,964

$

P2550
WAS

45,964

$

45,464

$

All fees included; taxes and licence extra

WWW.HAWKESBURYTOYOTA.COM
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THE GLENGARRY MUSE

The pulse of the populace

G

enerally speaking, you will wear a mask when you have
to, you are excited about trees, you will take a walk even
during a heat wave, you worry about money and, if you
have children, you are also fretting about what is going to happen
with schools in September.
Those observations may not accurately reflect you, because
everyone is an individual. Jumping to conclusions can be fraught
with pitfalls, and risk of personal injury.
Yet, those generalizations should come close to providing a true
approximation of the current attitudes of the masses.
Take the masks. As of midnight July 7, people in StormontDundas-Glengarry and Prescott-Russell have been required to
wear face coverings when entering enclosed public places.
Letters from readers of The News indicate that mask use is a divisive issue. However, when you venture out you can see that
most people are adhering to the directive.
“Wearing a mask or face covering in indoor public spaces accessed by the public adds another level of protection against the
spread of COVID-19,” states Dr. Paul Roumeliotis, Medical Officer
of Health at the Eastern Ontario Health Unit. “There is scientific
evidence that wearing a mask is an effective way of preventing
the spread of COVID-19, and it’s another measure we are adding
to our arsenal as we get ready for stage 3 of reopening and backto-school in the fall.”
For parents, summer will be stressful as they await word on
whether their children will return to conventional classrooms
full-time or part-time, or not at all.
Trees are still also a burning issue, judging from correspondence
stirred by North Glengarry’s proposed tree-cutting regulation.
Many letter writers have defended farmers’ rights to do whatever
they want on their properties. But the existence of the draft bylaw
also indicates a desire in many quarters to slow widespread deforestation.
We could all use some shade and the cooling effects of a large
tree as we continue to sweat in the midst of the heat wave. Many
avid walkers and joggers, however, have carried on with their
routines, even though the humidity has made it feel like 40 degrees, even at 7 p.m. Large numbers of exercise addicts keep
doing their thing, perspiring profusely in furnace-like conditions.
People are getting into a sweat over personal finances, among
other things. Polls show that household budgets have become
more important as people worry about their long-term financial
security and vast numbers have been obliged to rely on government assistance.
What is the bare minimum a person needs to get by? About
$22,000 for one adult, or $31,113 for couple, per year, according
to the Basic Income Canada Network. That is about what a person
gets now under the $2,000 monthly Canadian Emergency Relief
Benefit.
“BICN wants governments, especially the federal government,
to take this seriously -- and to act. Lives, and the future of our
country, depend on it,” the network declares.
In a city, $2,000 a month would barely cover the rent. But life

SCRAPBO

in rural areas is more affordable.
Predictions of an exodus to the country may be premature, however, cost of living and tele-commuting are compelling more city
dwellers to contemplate a move to rural areas, where there are
fewer COVID-19 cases, more space and real estate is cheaper.
Bad Internet service is still a drawback in many rural sectors.
However, the benefits of country life far outweigh a few minor
inconveniences, right?
Going to the country...
If people are going to work from home, why not live where
they can hear the lilts of songbirds and not the constant hum of
an urban centre?
Obviously, shopping has changed dramatically during the pandemic. Online purchasing has become part of consumers’ routines, along with virtual meetings and digital communications.
Since people are creatures of habit, shopping may never be quite
the same again.
The same goes for the workplace. Empty offices may remain
vacant for the foreseeable future. Downtown cores have already
demonstrated the effects of the virus. Fewer commuters, fewer
workers, fewer customers translate into fewer dollars for downtown businesses.
As people spend more time at home taking stock of their assets,
both tangible and intangible, they are expressing a desire to become more grounded. That can be seen in the run on seeds,
plants and gardening supplies.
Plus, more than 70 per cent of Canadians think it’s important
to include nature conservation in economic revitalization planning, according to a poll, conducted by Pollara Strategic Insights
for the International Boreal Conservation Campaign and the
Indigenous Leadership Initiative.
“Historically, support for environmental action has often ebbed
during national crises like recessions. Yet, despite the unprecedented impact and challenge of COVID-19, this support continues to flow,” said Pollara President Craig Worden.
Of course, these outlooks may change over time. Economics
and the environment are not always natural partners.
Balance. That is a term Dr. Theresa Tam, Canada's Chief Public
Health Officer, stressed in a recent statement.
“Until there is a vaccine or effective treatment, the virus will
continue to circulate in our communities. Restarting social and
economic activities in the time of COVID-19 is all about striking
a balance -- resuming priority activities and services with appropriate controls in place to limit both the health and societal impacts of the pandemic. Jurisdictions across the country are moving
slowly and cautiously as they strive for an appropriate balance,
keeping a close eye on the local epidemiology of COVID-19,” she
said.
As we strive to keep some form of equilibrium, guidance an be
found from naturalist John Muir, whose memorable lines include,
“Of all the paths you take in life, make sure a few of them are
dirt.”
-- Richard Mahoney
richard@glengarrynews.ca

OK

FURTHER MUSING

Turn that frown upside down

W

hen life gives you lemons, make lemonade or buy some
fish. The ability to turn adversity into opportunity is a must
these days as everyone is attempting to bounce back from
the COVID-19 body blows.
With summer weather fueling the urge to get away from breadmaking and hit the open road, the regional tourism industry is trying
to capture the interest, and money, of whatever visitors may be taking to the highways. Businesses and attractions will no doubt be
greeting many familiar faces as, with pandemic restrictions in place,
most locals will be sticking close to home.
Expect to see a lot more cyclists on roads and trails in the coming
months.
A survey data conducted by Ontario By Bike and partners found
that 62 per cent of cyclists are planning on day trips, with a growing
interest in resuming multi-day trips. About 75 per cent of respondents are planning on cycling closer to home this summer. With 41
per cent cancelling international travel that includes cycling activities,
cycle tourism in Ontario will be a popular summer activity.
Meanwhile, “hyper local” is a buzz word being used by tourism
promoters.
Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry Tourism recently received $78,364,
Cornwall Tourism got $180,142 and Prescott-Russell Tourism was allocated $100,122 from the Tourism Industry Association of Ontario

CORNER

(TIAO) to support economic recovery in light of the coronavirus crisis.
The funds will support marketing efforts in a staged approach with
an initial focus on “explore your own community” promotion, followed by more regional and provincial efforts.
Tourism is huge -- employing about 1.8 million people across
Canada.
With nervous and antsy citizens eager to forget about that C word
for a few hours, locals offer a chance for tourist-dependent companies
and organizations to generate some revenue before that dreaded
four-letter F word, fall, is on the horizon.
At the same time, governments have been touting a “Shop Local,
Shop Safe and Shop with Confidence Campaign.” Grammar sticklers
may have issues with the grammar in the title, but the familiar shopping locally and safely program is vital to the long-term health of
small communities. “All of our small businesses supported the fight
against COVID-19, many by closing their doors for several months
-- now it's our turn to help support their recovery,” noted Prabmeet
Sarkaria, Associate Minister of Small Business.
The COVID crisis just may help people discover local tourist treasures and gems that they had previously overlooked. And they may
also learn that lemonade and fish are a great combination.
-- Richard Mahoney

POSTCARD PERFECT

COLOURFUL LINK TO THE PAST: In our June 22, 2015 edition, The News published this photo of Jeff Paine and Allan Joyner of
the King’s Royal Yorkers presenting Nor’Westers Museum chairperson Joan P. MacDonald, who passed away in 2009, with the
Loyalist colours, the type displayed by Loyalists during the American Revolution.
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HEAT WAVE: On some hot sunny days, even twilight can bring little relief from the oppressive heat. Do you have a vivid vista to
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Widen debate
The Editor,
I first desire to show solidarity with Grant Campeau of Dorval, (8th
July “Big News fan.”)
The Glengarry News is an exceptional newspaper that many larger publications might emulate. However, I would add a further comment, it is
the staff who make a newspaper, particularly the editor who directs
input.
Now to the meat of this letter. I must commence by paying tribute to
the other contributors who have expressed opinions, in particular in the
matter of Black Lives Matter. I wish to recognize Rob McDonald for the
excellent projection of his thoughts in regard to the Black Lives Matter
debate. My failing might be that I do not have Rob’s excellent connection to the present business world and, like Rob I, too, do not have the
answers to the massive racial problem confronting society. I give my
point of view in the vain hope it might generate further debate and,
hopefully, a solution.
As an 88-year-old retired teacher and a published author I have rubbed
shoulders with people in many walks of life. My desire to find an answer
has caused me to become involved for I have experienced many social
upsets and still, like Rob, must confess I do not know the answers, hence
my 29th June letter.
In defence of my opposition to the constant upheaval caused by the
repetitive rounds of protests, I do see how all these people-generated
actions, protest marches, only provide a cloak under which the unruly
anti-social gangs can, on the fringes of the protest parades, destroy and
loot the stores of hard-working small business owners.
I would here add, women only gained their rightful place in society
through their massive emancipation movement – even chaining themselves to iron railings. Yet despite so very many women now holding
high positions in every walk of life, every branch of business, the media,
sports and politics, women still seek more through their Me Too movement.
If we look to Europe, we will see how well women have progressed.
Angela Merkel, Chancellor of Germany, who has proved her value by
remaining in office longer than a collection of several other male,
European Leaders. Ursula von der Leyen, is at the top of the European
Union and yet another woman heads up the World Trade Organization.
What about Margaret Thatcher, the Iron Lady, the British Prime
Minister of long ago? Historically, many native tribes have honoured
their womenfolk, often seeking their wisdom, accepting them as being
of an order of understanding and knowledge gained solely through experience. Regardless of everything previous to this, in the USA we
notice a very high number of women, a good ratio of whom are coloured
or black, are spokespersons from every walk of life.
Of course, Rob is quite correct in his reference to our history. Because
of my long-ago background as a teacher of history, I believe history actually directs us down the pathway to the future. However, I do have
to agree with Gerald Brunet in his 22nd June letter, the national and
large city media have surely chosen to exacerbate this problem and
other, societal, difficulties – they need the emotional stories (and dirt)
in order to exist. The Glengarry News, in a different approach, provides
the public with a platform so a subject might be fully explored. It is
through dialogue we might discover a real answer to the many problems
confronting the world.
I address another major issue in my latest book “Education & Society
in Crisis.” In the book I pay credence to education being the cradle of
societal diversity, multiculturalism. Children have no inbuilt bias against
others of different racial, sexual, ethnic or religious backgrounds. It is
my considered opinion education is where we must start to rectify the
many injustices in society. Then, through the ballot box and the democratic process, we will endure. When I consider the plight of a USA black
Nigerian friend, an exceptional IT technician, who is being paid a pittance of $12 an hour for his expertise, I realize we still have a very long
way to go.
How we inculcate in the individual the need to go beyond the pale,
seeking a better education, thus a pathway to the upper echelons of
power, is something I have yet to discover. How we cause a fellow
human being, not white, to demand good recompense is also beyond
me. The political structure and the business world cannot do it all there
is a need for every individual to strive for her/his own requirements,
her/his identity.
As unpleasant as parts of the white community might have been in
its behaviours, the racial groups and individuals have a need to help
themselves; no one places the future on the plates of the timid.
With respect to the demand for reducing police funding. There is no

Culture change for
long-term care
The following was submitted by the Ottawa chapter of CARP (Canadian
Association of Retired Persons).
The tragic loss of life in long-term care homes due to COVID-19 has
exposed many of the problems that have plagued Ontario’s Long-Term
Care Home system for many years.
Many strategies have been tried over the years to repair the system,
including stronger policies and more regulations, investments in staff,
support from specialists, and increased oversight by government.
However, it is evident that these have been insufficient to appropriately
address the inherent weaknesses in the current system.
CARP Ottawa has recommended a transformative culture change
for Ontario’s long-term care home system as the most effective means
of improving the quality of life and care of residents and of dealing
with the inherent weaknesses exposed by the current crisis.
There have been a number of innovative models that have embraced
this culture change in the U.S., Europe, Australia and recently in
Ontario. Examples of these are the Eden Alternative, Green House
Project, Butterfly Homes and Hogewey Villages.
The common elements of these models have been:
Using a relationship-based approach to care where resident, staff and
families feel part of a community;
Setting up small home-like environments;
Providing more hours of direct care for residents;
Employing full-time well-paid staff who are trained in empathy and
culture change;
Recognizing families and caregivers as integral members of the team;
Engaging volunteers who are trained in empathy and culture change.
The benefits of these models include decreased use of medications,
decreased number of aggressive incidents, decreased visits to hospitals,
reduced food waste and reduced staff sick time, all while increasing
positive interactions with staff, families and residents.
There is a growing awareness of the pressing need for significant reform in the long-term care home system.
We must take advantage of the present opportunity afforded by the
Provincial Commission to spread the word in our communities about
the need for culture change and to communicate with local MPPs and
municipal councillors to demand a culture change in the system.
We owe it to current and future residents of long-term care homes
to change a system that has not always provided them with safe, quality
care, focused on their individual needs.
For more information go to: changeltcnow@gmail.com
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Think clearly

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
way we should be diminishing our police forces but diversification of
their tasks may well be a solution. So, too, would removing the tools of
the police officer – the guns and truncheons. However, on the whole
here in Canada I believe we really do have some excellent police officers.
Significantly, and of importance, the police, in all nations, must be taught
the law of the land means it is the law for all people. The police officers,
too are subjected to the same rules and laws – so many police officers
display an image they are above the law. To facilitate reform our taxes
may become a greater burden but that is the price we must pay for
progress.
In closing may I once more thank the editor, for allowing us the opportunity to air our thoughts about the many problems confronting society. May I remind everyone of the old saying: “Rome was not born
in a day.” If we widen this debate, we may arrive at a solution; more
minds mean more exposure of our thoughts hopefully leading to equitable answers.
John E. Milnes, Long Sault

Big meeting
The Editor,
Next Monday is important if you have an interest in North
Glengarry’s forests. The township hosts an online public meeting regarding its Clear Cutting By-Law draft July 20 at 7 p.m. CAO Sarah
Huskinson hosts the session, which begins with a by-law presentation
and is followed by public comments. Anyone can request to speak during the zoom session. Speakers are limited to five minutes; the township
will distinguish between residents and non-residents. To request a
chance to speak, email the township at planner@northglengarry.ca
Staff will send you a meeting invitation.
If you’d like to be a silent spectator in the zoom session, indicate this
when you email planner Kasia Olszewska. Registering for the zoom
session allows people to complete a feedback survey.
You can watch the meeting, without registering, on the township
Facebook page.
Pete Bock, Glen Sandfield

Forgotten workers
By Drew Sousa
The role of occupational health nursing is not well understood. We
are health care providers working in several different work settings including organizations deemed an essential service. We deal with complex health issues and play a key role in keeping the essential services
that we all count on going. As we move into the next phase of the pandemic and allow more people return to work, occupational health
nurses will play a vital role in keeping us all safe and minimizing a second wave.
Our risk of exposure is already greater than most, but that will only
increase as restrictions are lifted and occupational health nurses begin
doing more health assessments, including temperature checks.
As industries open back up, this will be the new frontline in the fight
against this horrible pandemic. We will continue to be the entry point
for anyone requiring COVID screening or follow-up, and those numbers, and the potential hazard, will increase exponentially.
As a profession, we have a critical role to play in our response to the
pandemic. Our practice is very similar to that of a public health nurse
in the community, only our work happens within the environment of
an employer. We assess risk, identify how to reduce it, and put in place
programs that ultimately maximize the health of our employee population. Our mantra is keeping workers well. And because we are working outside of a hospital setting, we are actually at greater risk because
we aren’t afforded the same level of protection as those in a traditional
health care setting.
In the crisis gripping the province, we are the forgotten frontline.
Whether it is helping employees manage exposure to COVID-19, treating injury or managing infectious diseases, we are dealing with risk
every day.
We wear many different hats, managing scenarios and applying the
same critical thinking as our nursing colleagues in a hospital setting
do. We put similar controls in place for COVID-19 from points of entry,
to hand sanitizers, to Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), to how best
to adhere to physical distancing.
As we prepare to open up our economy and move into next phase
of bringing people back to the work, the level of complexity for all of
us will increase as we make sure we have the right processes in place
to make it happen seamlessly and without increased risk.
We are fundamentally nurses, regardless of where we work. And we
have a strong role to play in facilitating proactive strategies to promote
and maintain health and safety in the workplace.
It is time for Ontario government to think outside the box when it
comes to how they see us. They need to see us for the value we bring
to the table and help organizations realize that we are a valuable resource they need to consider. Our interventions are far reaching, and
don’t just end at the door of the workplace. We impact the health and
wellness of our employees even when they go home and interact with
their families. As we enter the next phase, occupational health nurses
are going to have an important role to play in bringing Ontarians back
to work in a healthy and safe way. We welcome this opportunity to
showcase our value to the community and to the organizations we
work within.
Drew Sousa, RN, COHN(C) is the Executive Director of the Ontario
Occupational Health Nurses Association.

Bad bylaw
The Editor,
North Glengarry has an amazing
group of farmers that contribute to
our local, provincial and federal
economy.
Our council seems to forget that
farmers are not only your neighbours, your family, your friends,
they are business owners as well.
These bylaws that are being put in
place without our consultation are
affecting our businesses and livelihood in a major way. Not only is it a
decision taken very lightly from the
council part but it has been done in
a very inconsiderate manner.
There were no North Glengarry
farmers/landowners consulted when
these by-laws were passed or submitted for review. The published
draft by-law is unacceptable, it was
proposed with various rules and regulations and has an application
process that is absolutely outrageous
and expensive for the landowners.
Clear cutting is a normal farm
practice for renewal and resource development. As a farmer and
landowner in North Glengarry I
support the view that many points
in the current draft of the by-law are
not practical and strongly encourage
the establishment of an agricultural
advisory committee to the township
of North Glengarry.
Last fall, a burning by-law was put
in force from June 1st to November
1st 2020. This is the same as the clear
cutting by-law, it was done in a very
inconsiderate manner.
No farmers or landowners were
ever consulted when they passed
this bylaw. This is unacceptable and
this by-law should be reviewed.
We should be taking the example
of the South Glengarry Township,
where the burning site will be inspected by the Fire Chief as part of
the application for a burning permit.
If the farmer or landowner is not
properly equipped to maintain a safe
burning environment it would be
simple, they wouldn't receive a permit.
Burning brush is a normal farm
practice, just like clear cutting is. Both
go hand in hand. This by-law has to
be revised immediately and passed
through an agricultural advisory
committee that needs to be established.
Melissa Bourdon-Vallance,
Maxville

Not practical
The Editor,
I have read both the proposed
North Glengarry clear-cutting bylaw and the comments submitted by
the Glengarry Federation of
Agriculture and support the position
outlined in their submission.
I support the view that many
points in the current draft of the bylaw are not practical and strongly encourage the establishment of an agricultural advisory committee in the
township of North Glengarry.
I have the following comments
that I would like to add to the submission: I support the view, that the
proposed bylaw has nothing to do
with sustaining a healthy natural environment. It is based on the finding
of a group of activists without any
connection to the facts.
Best forest management is based
on clear cut and reforesting.
Harvesting healthy trees must happen before their lifetimes end.

WE ARE OPEN!
NOUS SOMMES
OUVERT!
Call us! Appelez - nous!

613-525-1533 x 221
3525 County Rd 34, Alexandria, ON
www.giag.ca

Injured trees mostly from invasive
species shall be harvested in no time
to protect the destruction of the forest. There is a new species underway
in Ontario. The Gypsy Moth
Caterpillar will harvest all the
healthy green leaves in a short time.
Eastern Ontario’s tree canopy and
natural vegetation have no value for
the landowners. The good thing is,
Mother Nature does not care about
regulations and by-laws believe. The
answer is clear: The Gypsy Moth
Caterpillar will do the hard work before the draft bylaw will get the approval from the council.
Rudolf Matt, Alexandria

Waive taxes
The Editor,
As a taxpaying landowner in
North Glengarry, I do not support
the new proposed clear cutting bylaw. In my opinion North Glengarry
could designate wood lots and
forests as tax-free land.
Also, why would we want to devalue our township and agriculture
land with overgrown trees along
fence lines and roads?
Murray McIntosh, Maxville

Not racist
The Editor,
In reply to my buddy Rob
McDonald’s letter, re: the social unrest, I tried to read it but it was too
long. I am not a racist either.
The tearing down of statues of soldiers and military leaders is terrible.
The South fought for their beliefs
and lost.
Slavery was not started by the
American South. For hundreds of
years European countries grew
strong and wealthy on the backs of
slaves taken from their peaceful lives
on southern islands and remote
countries. it spilled over to southern
USA. So instead of destroying statues
of people who gave their lives for
their cause, they should petition the
respective towns to have them removed as they find them offensive.
The reason I'm writing this letter
in this time of Black Lives Matter is
it seems to be lost with so much antiwhite and racist accusations that
these people demonstrating forget
an important fact. It was under
President Lincoln and his predominantly white Union army that actually gave their lives to free them
slaves. Thousands of white soldiers
died for their cause. Why do they
not honour those soldier and request
statues of those fallen soldiers who
actually ended the shameful business of slavery? I've never read
about how grateful they are about
the sacarifice made by the North to
free them. Looting the buildings of
possibly a descendant of the Union
army seems terrible to me. There's
good and bad people in every race I
believe.
Terry St. Onge, Martintown

   

The Editor,
Lack of logic and common sense continue to prevail; they seem to
be in short supply during this virus outbreak. Think clearly. If wearing
a mask does indeed protect against transmission, then if you wear one,
you are protected against getting any infection breathed out by me.
Mandating the wearing of masks takes away my right to choose to
wear or not to wear: it should be medical advice, not medical dictatorship. If I wish to take any risk, i.e. walking around without a mask,
that's my choice and no one should force me not to make that choice.
If someone is that afraid of getting this current virus, by all means
wear a mask to reassure yourself, but please do not force me to do the
same.
Richard Hudon, Apple Hill

Bistro marks milestone
Sheep’s Head Bistro in Glen Walter celebrates its 5th anniversary
July 17.
Owner and general manager Rizwan Mustafa has been part of the
business since day 1.
After moving from Halifax, “I was hired as the head server/bartender when the place opened in July of 2015 and worked as an employee until I purchased the business from the owner, Leon Sabourin,
in December of 2018,” he recalls.
Independence is the prime benefit of owning your own business.
“One of the best parts of owning a small business is having the freedom to create our menus whenever we please without the approval
of a Head office like chain restaurants,” says Mr. Mustafa. “We change
the menu every few months to keep things fresh and offer guests
different menus when they visit which they love. Also, having only
a few employees at a small business gives it the family sense. I've
been fortunate to have all the staff working here over a year or more.”
With one full-time employee and seven part-time employees,
Sheep’s Head, like all other businesses, has weathered the pandemic.
“COVID-19 definitely had an impact on our business. At first I had
to lay off all staff with the exception of our head chef Lewis Meehan.
But once we started adapting to curbside pickup we brought back a
couple of part-time staff,” relates the owner. “But I wasn't able to
bring back all the staff I had prior to the lockdown. Like almost all
businesses we saw a major decrease in revenue. We had great support
from the community though who came every week for curbside
pickup. It was nice to see guests even if it was through a car window.”
“The patio is working tremendously even though I only have six
tables to offer. We've been having some luck recently with the
weather and since our patio faces west we have gorgeous sunsets
overlooking the St. Lawrence River during dinner service. People
have been waiting to eat out ever since the lockdown and now with
the temporary patios available at most restaurants it gives people a
lot more to choose from instead of heading to Ottawa or Montreal
for a patio,” says Mr. Mustafa.
“I am really excited to celebrate our five-year anniversary with the
community and hope to be here for a very long time. I would like to
thank my wife Josée Mustafa for her help and support throughout
this journey.”

Congrats to
Sheep’s Head
on their
5th Anniversary!
HOURS:
TUESDAY TO THURSDAY:
8 AM - 5 PM
FRIDAY 8 AM - 9 PM
SATURDAY 8 AM - 2 PM

Call 613-330-4175
18307 Kilkenny Cres.,
Glen Walter

Celebrating 5
years!
Thank you
from the
Sheep's Head
Bistro family!
18299 Hwy 2, East of Cornwall
613-935-8855

www.sheepsheadbistro.ca
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Rental deal
sealed despite
protest
BY STEVEN WARBURTON
News Staff
North Glengarry council has
agreed to rent out a vacant building in Apple Hill to area resident
Elwyn Massia so he can run a
catering business from there.
The building in question is located at 3749 Old Orchard Street
and is also known as the Apple
Hill Medical Building, though
there haven’t been medical offices there since 2012.
Mr. Massia’s business, CEBEM
Catering, would make use of a
commercial kitchen that would
create meals for seniors. Once
prepared, food would either be
picked up or delivered.
According to township documents, Mr. Massia would be responsible for all renovations as
well as the relevant permits.
There would also be some paperwork on the township’s part as
the building, which the township
owns, would have to be rezoned
from Institutional to Commercial.
Councillor Jeff Manley liked
the idea of another small business starting out in North

Glengarry, though he pointed
out that the building’s yard is
also the site of annual
Remembrance Day ceremonies.
He wondered if having a business there might affect that.
Township CAO Sarah
Huskinson assured him that it
wouldn’t and that Mr. Massia
would close the business on the
ceremony day.
Although she also supported
the motion, Deputy-Mayor
Carma Williams said that in the
future, she would like to have a
simple notification process in
place that would allow local residents to find out about available
buildings.
No tender
A prominent sign posted on an
Apple Hill resident’s property
points out that the former clinic
is being rented out without the
building going for tender.
Rent is set at $500 per month,
though Mr. Massia will also be
responsible for utilities, maintenance, insurance, and various
taxes.
For his part, Councillor Jacques

Council seat filled in September
BY STEVEN WARBURTON
News Staff
North Glengarry voters will have the week
of September 21-25 to cast paper ballots to
elect a replacement for the late Alexandria
Ward Councillor, Michel Depratto, who
passed away on March 14.
Anyone who wants to run for the position
can pick up nomination papers at the township office in Alexandria. The deadline to do
so is Thursday, August 13, at 2 p.m.
The election will take place at Sandfield
Centre in Alexandria. Polls will be open during regular business hours from September

21-24 and from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. on Friday,
September 25.
Unlike past elections, there will be no electronic voting this time around.
The COVID-19 pandemic has delayed the
election. The Municipal Elections Act requires
municipalities to fix nomination days no more
than 60 days after the death of a Councillor.
When the province called a state of emergency in the spring, that clock stopped. The
township had balked at calling a by-election
earlier, citing concern over the pandemic, but
with mandatory masking now in place, the
township seems to have a bit more confidence.

Mayor Jamie MacDonald wanted to know if
candidates would have to observe certain
COVID-19 related protocols. The township’s
CAO, Sarah Huskinson, said she would update
the candidate’s manual to include relevant information such as reminders to wear masks
and not to meet voters in their homes.
Councillor Jacques Massie asked if it would
be safe to run the election in nursing homes.
Ms. Huskinson said she would be in contact
with those homes to ensure safety and that
there are a number of ways residents can vote
securely with a pandemic going on.

Way cleared for pot production
PROTEST: An Apple Hill resident has protested North
Glengarry’s failure to get bids from the public on renting the forSTEVEN WARBURTON PHOTO
mer medical clinic.

Massie seemed overjoyed that
Apple Hill is gaining a small business and wished similar fortune
on the township’s other small
communities.
No tender
Charlie MacIntyre contacted
The News Monday to express his
displeasure with the township’s

failure to seek public bids on the
property. He has nothing against
Mr. Massia, however, there is a
principle involved, he said.
Describing himself as a “civicminded person,” he believes that
any new use of the building
“should enhance the village of
Apple Hill.”

BY STEVEN WARBURTON
News Staff
It’s finally officially fine for anyone who wants to enter the field
of cannabis production in North
Glengarry.
On Monday evening, council
cleared the way for such devel-

Lightning
sparks fire
A bolt of lightning is suspected to have caused a fire that
damage a storage building in
North Glengarry July 2.
Fire Chief Matthew Roy says
the department was called to a
fire at 1312 County Road 34 just
north of Alexandria at around
8:30 p.m. Firefighters extinguished a blaze at a coverall that
was filled with hay. Chief Roy
says that building received partial damage and that the owner
was able to remove equipment
from the shed before it was
damaged. He said the homeowner had heard a loud striking
sound, consistent with a lightning strike.
Brush fire
On July 8, firefighters from
Alexandria’s fire station attended to a small brush fire outside of Alexandria’s LCBO.
Chief Roy says that a passer-by
noticed the flames and called
the fire department.
-- Steven Warburton

opment when it gave final approval to the Cannabis Related
Development Housekeeping
Bylaw, which was the subject of
much discussion at previous
meetings.
The bylaw states that all
cannabis production and processing facilities located in industrial zones must be at last 70 metres away from Residential,
Institutional, and Open Space
zones.
Further, any such facility in a

General Agricultural Zone must
be at least 150 metres from
Residential, Institutional, and
Open Space zones. These same
facilities in General Industrial
and Rural Industrial zones must
also be at least 150 metres away
from any dwellings, school, place
of worship or day care nursery.
Also, all of these facilities must
have air treatment control.
A facility that does not have air
treatment control must be at least
300 metres from any dwelling,

school, place of worship or day
care centre.
The by-law also prohibits any
outdoor storage on any property
where cannabis production and
processing are located.
Councillor Jacques Massie was
the only member opposed to the
motion.
Township planner Kasia
Olszewska says she has already
heard from some parties who are
interested in setting up shop
here.

CYNTHIA GATIEN
New florals &
landscapes
at
CLINE HOUSE
GALLERY
204 Second St. E.,
Cornwall, ON.
FROM
JULY 8 to 18, 2020
Hours 11-4
WED. to SAT.
or by appt.
call
613-551-5885
cynthiagatien.com

NOTICE
DONATIONS DUMP: Several bags of used clothes and other goods sit near the front door of Alexandria’s St. Vincent de Paul Society.
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic and pleas from society volunteers to drop donations off during business hours, people continue to leave
STEVEN WARBURTON PHOTO
unwanted items when the store is closed.

Heed the sign: Volunteers forced
to deal with useless donations
BY STEVEN WARBURTON
News Staff
The COVID-19 pandemic has made life a lot
more complicated for everyone, including the
volunteers who work at Alexandria’s St.
Vincent de Paul Society.
In the past, the society has pleaded with the
general public to drop off donations during
business hours. That’s because volunteers
need to sort through the items and determine
what is appropriate for the society’s used
clothes and goods stores.
Lately, they have been plagued with late-

night dropoffs. Sometimes, it’s not just
clothes. Sometimes it’s furniture, much of
which cannot be resold.
The society’s president, Jean-Claude
Larocque, says he understands that at this
time, people are doing cleanups in their
homes. However, he still hopes the dropoffs
will be done during business hours, which are
9 a.m. until 4 p.m. from Tuesday through
Thursday. At any given time, volunteers have
about a hundred bags of donations to sort.
Because of COVID-19, they have to wait three
days before they can examine a bag once it’s

been dropped off.
Mr. Larocque says that number came from
averaging out different recommendations. He
says that the Eastern Ontario Health Unit suggested waiting for one day; the society’s overstock buyer, the Quebec-based Certex, suggests six days.
He adds that the charity hopes to have expanded business hours soon. He would like
to be open on Fridays in August and, by
September, be back to regular hours – 9-4
Mondays through Fridays as well as 9-1 on
the first and second Saturdays of each month.

Apple Hill woman raising funds to help infant
If you’d like to win a brand new
iPad and do a good deed at the
same time, then Apple Hill’s Shirl
Mitchell has something that’s right
up your alley.
Ms. Mitchell, a Chief
Information Security Officer with
Raytheon Technologies, is giving
away a chance to win a Space
Grey 10.2” 128 GB iPad to anyone
who donates $20 to a British
Columbia couple whose infant
daughter suffers from a rare neuromuscular disorder called Spinal
Muscular Atrophy Type 1.
Born on April 1, Lucy Van
Doormaal now requires daily
physiotherapy sessions as well a
biPAP machine to breathe at
night. She’s already had surgery
to have a feeding tube implanted.
Physicians say that without the
correct treatment, Lucy might not

make it to her second birthday.
As luck would have it, there is a
groundbreaking gene therapy that
could save the baby’s life. The
problem is that this treatment
costs about $3 million and is not
covered by medicare.
Lucy’s parents, Scott and Laura,
started a gofundme page to raise
the necessary funds. They have already reached one third of their
goal but, thanks to the help of Ms.
Mitchell, they might be able to
make even more progress.
Ms. Mitchell, whose nephew is
the best friend of Mr. Van
Doormaal, says anyone who
wants to make a donation should
visit the page at https://www.gofundme.com/f/lucyvandoormaal.
After you make your donation,
send a screenshot to her at lucyipaddraw@gmail.com. You will be

entered into the iPad draw, slated
to take place on July 31, live on-

line, by Lucy’s parents.
-- Steven Warburton

River council delegate
Councillor Stephanie Jaworski is South Glengarry council’s new representative on the St. Lawrence River Restoration Council (SLRRC).
“I thought that this looked like a very interesting role,” she said at
the most recent council meeting. “It’s something that I would like to
know more about, in terms of the environmental protection for our
area.” Township clerk Kaylyn MacDonald said meetings are held “once
every few months,” pointing out that council may want to fill the vacancy immediately with the SLRRC annual general meeting taking
place July 16. Councillor Martin Lang, who, along with Councillor Sam
McDonell also expressed interest in the vacant seat but was fully supportive of seeing Coun. Jaworski fill the role, felt council should make
the appointment Monday night in light of the upcoming AGM.
The SLRRC was established in 1998 “in order to oversee and address
identified ecological challenges…that have been identified within the
St. Lawrence River Area of Concern at Cornwall and Akwesasne.”
-- Scott Carmichael

In order to deal with the COVID-19
pandemic, The News office is closed to
the general public but we are still
working.
Our paper will continue to be published
every Wednesday, as usual.
We encourage our customers to contact
us by phone or e-mail.
To contact us call 613-525-2020, or use
the following e-mails:
For advertising:
production@glengarrynews.ca
For word ads: office@glengarrynews.ca
For subscriptions:
circulation@glengarrynews.ca
For news: gnews@glengarrynews.ca
For sports: sports@glengarrynews.ca
Updates will be provided at
glengarrynews.ca
Thank you for your patience and
understanding during this time.
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Dam
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the ice before it got to the dam,”
he suggests. Trouble is “nobody
wants to take responsibility” for
the river which meanders
through the countryside, across
the Glengarry Golf Club and
eventually ends at Coteau,
Québec.

The
problem
is
“nobody
wants to
take responsibility.”

LEVELS DROP: Even before
the recent drought water levels
in the Delisle had dropped dramatically.
CAUSE FOR CONCERN: A
concrete dam on the Delisle
River is showing its age.

SCARY DUST-UP: “Scary” was a term often used last Wednesday when the sky grew dim in the
middle of the day in Moose Creek as a dust storm blew through the area. The wind was so strong at
times that it shook an excavator at Calco Soils. The gusts threw up sand and peat, obscuring the sun
MÉLANIE CHARBONNEAU PHOTO
for several minutes.

STAGNATION: Sections of
the once mighty Delisle River
have become overgrown with
vegetation.
DRY BED: In many places,
you can walk on the bed of the
Delisle.

The dam does not belong to the
Raisin Region Conservation
Authority, relates the authority’s
communications specialist, Lisa
Van De Ligt. North Glengarry
Township has been in the past
asked by residents to rectify the
situation. The News sought comment from the township last
week. A reply had not been received by press time.
The long dry spells have only
exacerbated the condition of the
river which “looks more like a
ditch in some parts,” observes
Mr. Clingen. The 78-year-old remembers the days when threefoot muskies were hauled from
the Delisle, a favourite fishing
and swimming spot for generations of Alexandrians.
-- Richard Mahoney

GÉNIE
ANTI
GÂCHIS

Glengarry Golf
Alexandria
Ladies Tuesday
Twilight
July 7
TEAM STANDINGS
1st Advance Cutting
2nd Tapis Richard
3rd Roy’s Garage
4th Caisse populaire
5th Glengarry Tire
LOW GROSS (OVERALL):
Flo McGrail 44
LOW NET (OVERALL):
Lynne Campeau 32
LOW NET PER TEAM:
Glengarry Tire:
Diane Couture 34
Tapis Richard:
Brittany MacLeod-Mayes 33
Caisse Populaire:
Bonnie Cameron 32
Roy's Garage:
Francine Sabourin 33
Advance Cutting:
Karine McCarthy 32

POPPY BORDER: Audrey Evans shared this photo of beautiful poppies that Thomas Bill has planted
in front of his corn rows on County Road 22 in Maxville.

64,000 full-time jobs lost in East

NOTES

FROM

Using tailored input-output modelling techniques,
Limestone Analytics has also created four projections for what the GDP and employment impact
could be by the end of 2020.
The cumulative GDP loss ranges from $6.6 billion
to $8.1 billion, depending on the scenario. The projected impact on full-time equivalent employment
ranges from a loss of 56,000 jobs to a high of 73,000
jobs.

Q U E E N ’ S PA R K

Wednesday
Men’s Twilight

Transportation, optometrists
way construction projects this
year alone.” She added that for
every $1 million spent on highway
projects, the province generates
$660,000 in GDP -- mostly through
direct and indirect construction
jobs.
Simard on optometrists
Glengarry-Prescott-Russell MPP
Amanda Simard is pushing the
province’s Ministry of Health to
improve the way it deals with optometrists.
After noting that optometrists are
small business owners whose challenges have been worsened by the
COVID-19 pandemic, Ms. Simard
said she was surprised to learn that
optometrists haven’t seen any adjustments to costs covered by
health insurance since 2009. She
also called the current coverage
“inadequate.”
Merilee Fullerton, the Minister of
Long-Term Care, replied that she
couldn’t comment specifically on
the optometry situation but admit-

ted that COVID has “certainly put
a dent in some of our activities.”
She assured Ms. Simard that the
government takes these things seriously and that the matter would
be shared with the Minister of
Health,
But Ms. Simard pressed on. She
noted that COVID-19 took “an already precarious system and made
it even more fragile” and that optometrists were faced with the
double whammy of a reduced patient load and having to spend
thousands of dollars on additional
supplies that had not been budgeted for. Again, she pushed the
government to begin negotiating
with optometrists to ensure the
cost coverage policy be updated.
Ms. Fullerton didn’t give Ms.
Simard a firm date, but re-iterated
her promise to share the matter
with the Minister of Health. She
also assured her that the government values the work of optometrists.

Closest to the pin Roger
Ladouceur
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Transportation questions
Stormont-Dundas-South
Glengarry MPP Jim McDonell was
able to puff his Conservative government up a little after querying
Transportation Minister Caroline
Mulroney July 7.
“Our government was elected
with a strong mandate to get
Ontario back to work, and that
meant putting people back to
work,” Mr. McDonell said. “That
means getting things built
around the province once again,
because there’s no better way to
get people to work, to stimulate
the economy, to drive investment
and to create jobs. And getting
things built, getting infrastructure
built means roads, bridges, highways, transit and subways.”
He asked the minister about the
government’s plans to get transit
infrastructure built.
For her part, Ms. Mulroney said
that Doug Ford’s Conservatives
are investing “$2.6 billion in high-
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Like Sudoku, no single number can
repeat in any row or column. But...
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complete a ‘straight’. A straight is a set
of numbers with no gaps but can be in
any order, eg [4,2,3,5]. Clues in black
cells remove that number as an option
in that row and column, and are not part
of any straight. Glance at the solution to
The solutions will be published here in the next issue.
see how ‘straights’ are formed.
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COVID-19 reduced the region’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) by about $1.8 billion, and has reduced employment by the equivalent of 64,000 fulltime jobs.
The figures, provided at a meeting of the Eastern
Ontario Leadership Council (EOLC), are for a region
that comprises 13 counties and two municipalities,
including Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry and
Prescott-Russell.
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40
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Par Laura Peck
Canada, ton gigantisme m’impressionne toujours. L’été particulièrement. Tes lacs et rivières, pour s’y baigner. Tes forêts
et sous-bois, pour glâner. Tes poubelles et déchets, à diminuer.
En plein mois de juillet, je voudrais me plaindre au sujet de ta
nature. Ce n’est pas mon genre. D’habitude, je patiente, je m’accommode et je la ferme. Il y a vraiment quelque chose qui ne
va pas, cette année. Trois mois de confinement : j’ai rallongé
mes marches. Trois semaines de canicule, sitôt levée, sitôt dehors. Mais là, c’en est trop! Il y en a trop! Et pour une fois je ne
parle pas des poubelles, mais des mouches. Je les connais même
par leur nom : mouches noires, du cheval ou du chevreuil. Et
en plus, toutes en taille triple XL. Mon dilemme : continuer à
marcher sans être incommodée.
Sérieusement, depuis que j’ai redécouvert que la première
fonction des pieds c’est de marcher. (Je te remercie aussi pour
ça, Canada.) Je ne peux plus m’en passer. Au petit matin, le
chant et les envolées des oiseaux surprennent à chaque détour.
Un ravissement pour les visuels. Parfois, c’est le son des débrousailleuses, tondeuses et tronçonneuses qui titillent les oreilles.
Un bon défi pour les auditifs. Chaque jour, des odeurs différentes de terre mouillée, d’aiguilles de pins trop sèches ou
d’herbe fraîchement coupée viennent aussi stimuler le nez. Les
mouches le savent. Elles restent en tir groupé. Enfin plutôt en
vol groupé. Tout s’affole lorsqu’elles bourdonnent, me tournent
autour ou se posent sur le bout de mon nez. Pour me piquer,
elles trouvent toujours une opportunité. Si vous voyez sur la
4, une forme blanche et noire gesticuler et se contorsionner.
Avec la casquette Canada, vous ne pouvez pas vous tromper!
Mais à tous maux, il y a la parade! Cher Canada, tu m’as appris la ténacité pour protéger ce à quoi je tiens. Et cet été, je
tiens à ma peau. Et à ma santé. Depuis la fin du confinement
je porte en tout temps mon foulard : cowboy style pour magasiner, il devient le fouet anti-mouche. Une large chemise complète ma panoplie. Pas sexy, mais équipée! Pourtant, l’autre
jour, un petit accident m’est arrivé. Les mouches étaient très
déterminées à ne pas me lâcher. Dans la panique, je fais voler
ma casquette, qui projette mes lunettes sur le bas-côté. Sans
lunettes, le monde devient incertain. Je ne vois rien au loin. Je
m’accroupis. A tâtons, je retrouve ce qui me permet de vivre
une vie normale. Ce matin-là, j’ai compris que le calme est plus
efficace que le danger vous entoure.
La marche est devenue vitale pour moi, cette année. Pour la
santé, le travail et la vie en société, c’est le fun de trouver des
moyens de s’accommoder, et de continuer à avancer. Et pour
vous, cela se passe comment? laurapeck@lapublishers.ca ou
richard@glengarrynews.ca
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board by entering numbers 1 to 9
such that each row, column and
3x3 box contains every number
uniquely.
For many strategies, hints and
tips, visit www.sudokuwiki.org
If you like Str8ts check out our
books, iPhone/iPad Apps and
much more on our store.
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1,000 face masks,
and counting...

Road study accelerated
BY SCOTT CARMICHAEL
News Staff
South Glengarry council directed general manager of infrastructure
services
Ewen
MacDonald to issue a request for
proposal (RFP) for an updated
municipal road needs study during the July 6 regular meeting.
Typically, the study is updated
every five years, with the last report having been submitted to the
municipality in 2016.
However, Mr. MacDonald suggested that having the document

completed a year earlier may be
to the township’s advantage, in
light of a major change coming to
his department in the near future.
“Given some of the circumstances with my impending retirement, I thought it would be a
good measure to have this done
in 2020, so that the next general
manager will have this benchmark to work from,” said Mr.
MacDonald.
Council had differing opinions
as to when the study should be
completed. “Personally, I would

DEFENCE NEVER RESTS: Mario Duquette Jr. has been
signed by the Glengarry Pipers of the Eastern Ontario Super
Hockey League.

Pipers a
perfect fit for
defenceman
BY MARGARET CALDBICK
News Staff
Clear the track, here comes big Mario Duquette Jr., the Glengarry
Pipers’ newly-signed 24-year-old defenceman who says he's thrilled
to be playing in Glengarry for the Pipers. It's a perfect fit for him.
Duquette, who lives in Valleyfield, was acquired in a trade this spring
after playing only four games last season with the championship-winning Cornwall Prowlers in the inaugural 2019-20 season of the Senior
‘A’ Eastern Ontario Super Hockey League.
It turned out not to be a propitious time to re-launch his senior ‘A’
career, and in November Duquette and his partner Laurence Thibeault
welcomed the birth of their first child, a son named Brandon.
This year is different and Duquette is exuberant about the chance to
join the Pipers’ lineup.
“Actually, I was thrilled when Jamie Lavigne told me that I had been
traded to the new Glengarry Pipers,” says Duquette who attributes his
rapport with Lavigne as key to his decision to join the expansion team.
Lavigne assistant-coached the Cornwall Prowlers last year and this
season joins the Pipers as general manager and coach.
“Mario has a great attitude on and off the ice, not to mention his great
shot from the point,” says Lavigne about his new D-man. “Mario is another guy that we are going to lean on throughout the season to be a
leader in the room and on the ice,” adds Lavigne.
Another reason Duquette decided to jump right back into hockey
and join The Pipers was the chance to play again with the Pipers new
captain Miguel Poissant.
The history between Poissant, who gained his reputation as a fierce
enforcer in the competitive and hard-hitting Ligue de hockey senior
du Richelieu (LHSR) in Quebec, and Duquette dates back to their days
playing together in Waterloo for the LHSR Waterloo Maroons and for
the Marieville Plaza for the Ligue de Hockey Senior des Cantons-del’Est.
Duquette, a LaSalle native, says he and Poissant who lives in nearby
Delson will be sharing the ride in for practices and games.
As a talented hybrid defenceman, Duquette played both forward and
defence when he was with the Moncton Junior AAA Wildcats in 20142016, and throughout his competitive career with the Quebec Junior
Hockey and the Quebec Major Junior Hockey Leagues, he's consistently put points on the board.
Duquette started hockey as a 5-year-old playing forward, but it was
in Bantam as a 15-year-old, the year he shot up to an astonishing 6foot, 2-inches, that a coach suggested that if he wanted a future in highcalibre hockey, he would need to switch to playing defence.
After Bantam, and strength and coordination training with kinesiologist Jasson Finney, the right-shooting Duquette graduated to playing
defence at the Midget “Espoir” Level (falling between AA and AAA
distinctions.)
In college at Cégep André-Laurendeau in LaSalle, Duquette brought
star power to his school’s championship winning men’s team, Le
Boomerang.
Asked about his expectations for this season, Duquette says he's optimistic he'll be playing on a winning team.
“I have experience on expansion teams and it's tough, but when you
have the right people, good chemistry, good locker room energy, then
it can work from the start. Senior hockey is about the brotherhood -you have to have chemistry."
In addition to the Pipers and the Mustangs, the EOSHL has announced that the North Frontenac Phantoms will be joining the league
for the 2020-21 season. The club will play out of the North Frontenac
Community Arena in Godfrey.
Expansion teams generally face a tough first year, but as the new
seven-team EOSHL’s competitive scene continues to develop, it’s the
league's three new teams with their surprising high-profile signings
that have fans intrigued and bodes well for the EOSHL’s second season
of operation.

rather wait until the beginning of
2021. Maybe this is something that
either your successor would take
on as a first project, and maybe it
would be a good first exercise and
learning experience to go
through,” said Councillor Sam
McDonell. “I would prefer that we
defer this to the budget in 2021.
We’ve spent a lot of money this
year. We’ve lost quite a bit of revenues (due to the pandemic).”
Councillor Stephanie Jaworski
also favoured deferring the
process. “I think there could be
value in having this as a transition
activity. There’s a lot of information to be shared with the new
person. So, it might be a good
thing to do around that time. I understand what Coun. McDonell is
saying, finances are going to start
to look tricky as we move forward. So, I think I would like to
do it a little bit later, if possible.”
Deputy-Mayor Lyle Warden
wished to see the report completed soon.
“I do think that this would be a
good item to have checked off. It
will be done, and then whenever
Ewen’s successor comes in, Ewen
will be able to sit down with him
and it will be that individual’s
guiding manual for the next five
years. I remember the last time it
was done. It was a very thorough,
well-done report, and I’m thinking that this time around, there
may not be as much in-depth
work needed to get it done, so I’m
in favour of getting this done right
now.”
Mayor Frank Prevost said “it
would be nice to have it for the
2021 budget.”
The 2016 study cost $36,800.
Funding for the new report
would be drawn from the modernization fund reserve “and
therefore would have no impact
on the 2020 budget,” said Mr.
MacDonald.
He added that “there’s a lot of
data to work with from the previous study that should reflect itself
in a better cost.”
Council ultimately voted to authorize Mr. MacDonald to issue
the RFP for the study, to be completed in 2020, and tap into the reserve to cover the cost.
The study should take between
four and six weeks to complete.
The report will include an inventory of roads, an analysis of
their condition, recommended improvements and maps of the
roadway system.

Low
tent use
Although the re-opening of
restaurant patios has resulted in
some extra business for local tent
rental companies, it still hasn’t
given them the work they’ve
seen in years before the COVID19 pandemic..
Craig McDonell, owner of the
Williamstown-based McMac
Tents, says that only one restaurant is making use of one of his
tents for its patio. “We were hoping they would be jumping on
us but it’s really been quiet,” Mr.
McDonell told The News on
Monday morning.
Recently, restaurants were allowed to re-open their patios as
part of the gradual reopening of
the economy. Mr. McDonell
hopes that after the province enters the next stage of the reopening, he will see more business.
“Usually we have some annual
events like Ribfest and
Glengarrians are pretty good for
the odd party and wedding,” he
says. “But this has been a real hit
for all of us.”
It’s a similar situation over at
Lauzon Tent Rentals in St.
Andrews.
“We had a lot of bookings for
weddings but now couples are
postponing them until the fall or
until next year,” says Guy
Lauzon, who works at the company since retiring as StormontDundas-South
Glengarry’s
Member of Parliament.
He adds that he has some
restaurants and a couple of businesses who need tents for their
entrances, but that doesn’t make
up for all the cancelled weddings, fairs, family reunions and
other social gatherings.
-- Steven Warburton

MASK MAKER: Sue Lacroix, an associate at Aberdeen Gift,
makes a face mask in the store on Saturday afternoon. So far,
Aberdeen staff members have made more than 1,000 masks to
help people face the COVID-19 pandemic.
STEVEN WARBURTON PHOTO

Owners polled
South Glengarry’s general manager of infrastructure services told
council during the most recent
meeting that property owners
will be consulted on the proposed
Boundary Road service agreement with Cornwall.
“We’re doing some additional
work on the servicing costs on a
per-property basis, as opposed to
doing it on aggregate,” explained
Ewen MacDonald. “And from
that, I think what we will be looking to do is set up meetings with
those property owners, just to
clearly have this discussion with
them on the magnitude of the
project and gauge their interest in
it as well.”
Councillor Martin Lang commented, “This file has been ongoing for some time. From what I
had understood, we were going
to be trying to have a delegation
do a presentation at Cornwall
council. Because of COVID-19,
have we decided that it’s not
worth having a delegation, and
we’re just going to go with the
last presentation that Cornwall
gave us? I’m just not sure where
this shift in direction has come
from.”
Mayor Frank Prevost related the

Construction
Total construction value is
down significantly in South
Glengarry so far this year, while
the total number of projects approved is up slightly.
The township had as of June
30 issued permits for work
worth $8,332,629 compared to
$9,003,661 over the same time
frame last year – an eight per
cent decrease.
Chief building official Gary
Poupart told council last week
that permit fee revenue took a
much bigger hit: $78,872.98 in
2020 compared to $123,999.85 in
2019, a 36.4 per cent drop.
However, there was some
good news, as the township
building department issued 139
building permits to date this
year, seven more than were approved over the same period in
2019.
The number of permits issued
for new homes is basically identical – 13 in 2019 compared to 14
in 2020 – while 20 fewer permits
for additions/renovations (39 in
2019, 19 in 2020) have been issued.
The total construction value in
2017 was $12,141,495 before
dropping by 44 per cent to
$6,799,886.96 in 2018 and then
rebounding again, to just over $9
million last year.
Total permit fee values have
also roller-coastered over the
past four years, from $146,003 in
2017, to $108,021.25 in 2018, up
to $123,999.85 last year.
The total number of permits
for the past three years was 104,
146 and 132.
-- Scott Carmichael

township officials had met city
representatives. “We’ve had that
discussion in regards to the presentation. We feel, between both
parties, that there’s some information still missing, especially related to the home owners, or the
property owners, along Boundary
Road, in regards to what it’s
going to cost each individual to
have access to water and sewer.
Once we have that completed,
and there’s still some clarification
or documents that have to be
cleared or sorted out between
both CAOs…I recommended that
the presentation be between both
full councils, as a joint meeting.”
He was optimistic that a meeting
would take place in September.
-- Scott Carmichael

BY STEVEN WARBURTON
News Staff
If Glengarry were to have an
official mask outlet, you could
easily argue that it should be the
Aberdeen Gift shop of South
Lancaster.
Ever since the COVID-19 pandemic began, store owner Linda
Allison and her two associates
have been regularly making
and/or selling medical and nonmedical face coverings.
Over the past four months, the
three have made well over 1,000
masks and have sold more than
650 of them. The reason, says Ms.
Allison, is that they wanted more
local people to wear them.
You could even say that
Aberdeen got a jump start on the
Eastern Ontario Health Unit,
which only last week began demanding that people wear masks
in enclosed public spaces. Ms.
Allison and her staff required
their shoppers to mask up way
back in March.
It’s especially important to
Aberdeen associate Sue Lacroix,
whose mother, Margaret White,
a nursing home resident in
Montreal, was recently diagnosed with COVID-19.
“I wish people started wearing
masks earlier,” Ms. Lacroix says,
adding that her mom might not
have taken ill if they did.
Ms. Allison points out that
Aberdeen’s masks come in a variety of patterns and make use of
all sorts of fabrics, some of which
are imported from Greece and
Poland.

Different themes

The store sells masks with
Montreal Canadiens, Toronto
Maple Leafs, and Ottawa
Senators patterns as well as nautical and more whimsical themes.
And of course, with this being
Glengarry, there are many tartan
masks too.
Unlike a lot of other coverings,
the ones at Aberdeen have nose-

guards.
Each one takes close to an hour
to complete.
Ms. Allison points out that her
store has also given away masks.
She says that when a senior

comes in to buy a disposable
mask, she will often pitch in a
washable mask at no extra
charge.
The store is located at 20346
Cannon St.

Visit the Church of Your Choice

MARCOUX
ROAD
BIBLE
CHURCH

Adult Sunday
School – 10:15 am
Service – 11 am
Bible Study – Weds
6:30 pm

WHERE BIBLICAL TRUTH MATTERS
AND HOPE IN GOD IS RENEWED
19755 Marcoux Rd., Alexandria

TEL: 613-525-0876

Proud Sponsor of Pet of the Week

GORDON SCOTT CAMPBELLL B.A. LL.B. B.C.L.
Lawyer • Avvocat
Alexandria • Lancaster • Cornwall
@acmlawfirm.ca
613-363-6646 • info@
Fa m i l yy,, Cri m i n a l , Bus i n ess , Im m i gra ti on Law

PET OF THE WEEK

SPRINKLES is a female
5-month-old Rex Rabbit

Due to Covid-19 the Animal
Centre remains closed, but
we're offering limited-contact
adoptions by APOINTMENT
ONLY! Details: https://ontariospca.ca/covid-19-limitedcontact-adoptions/

I'm a friendly little gal and
like all bunnies, I've got loads of personality. I
love playtime, and the company of my human
friends. I can also be litter-box trained. Hop on
over and meet me today!
Call OSPCA at 613-936-0072 or visit the animals
for adoption at www.sdg.ontariospca.ca

550 Boundary Road, Cornwall
Fax: 613-936-0137
Email: sdg@ospca.on.ca
Adoption hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat.: 10:30 am - 4 pm;
Thurs.: 10:30 am - 5 pm; Sundays and Holidays: CLOSED
Every single day animals arrive needing our help. Please drop by the
shelter during adoption hours to visit the animals, or browse our site
(www.sdg.ontariospca.ca) and view our adoptable animals on-line.
Find your friend for life!

AVIS
Afin de faire face à la pandémie de
COVID-19, le bureau est fermé au grand
public mais notre personnel demeure en
fonction.
Notre journal continuera d'être publié
tous les mercredis, comme d'habitude.
Nous encourageons nos clients à communiquer par téléphone ou par courriel.
Téléphonez 613-525-2020 ou
utilisez les courriels suivants :
Pour la publicité :
production@glengarrynews.ca
Pour les petites annonces :
office@glengarrynews.ca
Pour abonnements :
circulation@glengarrynews.ca
Pour les nouvelles :
gnews@glengarrynews.ca
Pour les sports : sports@glengarrynews.ca
Des mises à jour seront fournies sur notre
site web : glengarrynews.ca
Merci pour votre patience et votre
compréhension durant cette période.
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NORTH
LANCASTER
INEZ FRANKLIN
613-347-7666

inez1989@hotmail.com

Special event
Marie-Rose and Adrien
Quenneville and their young family visited their hometown for a
special event last weekend.
Adrien’s
brother,
Michel
Quenneville, was ordained to the
transitional diaconate at St. Mary’s
Cathedral in the Archdiocese of
Kingston July 11. We wish him
well as Michel undertakes his final
year of seminary studies at St.
Augustine’s in Toronto.
Anniversary
Shannon McDonell hosted a
dinner party at Stone Villa, her 6th
Concession home on the weekend. Her siblings and their
spouses gathered to celebrate the
40th wedding anniversary of
Sharon (née Metcalfe) and Randy
McDonell.
I remember Sharon and Randy’s
July 11 wedding as the wonderful
culmination of an epic ten days
spent celebrating all things family
at Bridge End Farm. My dad, Ray
“Gill” McDonell, announced one
day at dinnertime that he would
like to host a family reunion the
following year. His siblings were
getting older. He wanted to commemorate their shared history and
to celebrate their present and future with all generations.
The date was selected in the fall
of 1979, and preliminary plans
were made. The activity level
around the place really kicked into
high gear in the early spring.
The reunion dominated every
conversation. My mother absolutely adored planning events.
She was in her element, deputizing committees of cousins for all
facets of the weekend, from sports
to entertain the children and
young adults, to ordering just the
right weight of tartan for the souvenir lapel ribbons; to contemplating menus, décor, the Mass, and
the layout of the venue. Anyone
who has ever hosted an “at home”
wedding has an inkling of the
sheer number of details involved.
Luckily, a recitation of our cousins
by profession at the time read like
the Yellow Pages. There was a
wealth of talent to be mined.
Sharon Metcalfe, our bride-to-be
for the following weekend, supervised the transfer of her electric
organ into the machine shed. She
played it at the Sunday morning
commemorative Mass celebrated
by our cousin, Fr. Kevin O’Brien
of Michigan. The newly-built machine shed sheltered approximately 200 family members spanning four generations over the first
weekend of July in 1980. All of my
dad’s siblings were present. A special toast was offered for his late
brothers Jim (Mary Margaret) and
Chris. We all have our own special
memories of the reunion. For me,
the weekdays afterwards were
also highlights. Our aunts and uncles all stayed in Bridge End to be
on hand for Sharon and Randy’s
wedding the next weekend. The
farmhouse was full to capacity.
Every meal required two sittings.
It sounds like a lot of work, but
everyone willingly pitched in to
help, which made the chores a
pleasure, too. I will never forget
that week. Conversation was the
entertainment in those days, and
it sparkled. The stories, the witty
banter and the good-natured teasing around the table were worth
every moment of work. I remember it as five days of non-stop
laughter. The reunion, the week
between, and the wedding celebrations instilled deep into my
bones the truth that if you have a
loving family, you can face anything. As one by one we follow the
older generations from this world
to the next, I know what is my
idea of heaven. I can hear them,
sometimes, from here.
Social notes
Happy birthday to Thérèse
Bourbonnais July 20, and to
Helena McCuaig for the 24th.
Best wishes to my friend Mary
MacDonell, whose birth-o-meter
registers six decades on the 24th.
Happy birthday! n

MAXVILLE
JOHANNE
WENSINK
613-577-2735

bjohwen@gmail.com

Happy 60th
Happy 60th wedding anniver-
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sary to Sylvia and Allan Douglas
who celebrated July 11 with
friends and family who drove by
to congratulate them. We wish
you many more years of good
health and happiness.
Happy 59th
Annette and George Currier celebrated their 59th anniversary this
past week. We wish you many
more years of good health and
happiness!
Quote of the Week
“Don’t compromise yourself.
You’re all you’ve got!” -- Janis
Joplin. n

MARTINTOWN
TAMMY KENNY
613-528-4907
martintownnews@outlook.com

Riverside service
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian
Church’s annual riverside service
will be held Sunday, July 19 at 9:30
a.m.
The service will take place behind the church and next to the
beautiful Raisin River. Special
music will include Candy Provost
and pipers Ava Buchan and
Megan Drake. Following worship
homemade cookies, wrapped for
safety, will be served during a time
of fellowship.
A warm welcome is extended to
the community to join us for this
festive time of worship.
For further information please
contact Rev. Ian MacMillan at 613931-2545. n

GREENFIELD
MARY
COUTURE
613-527-2421
70th anniversary
Former residents of Concession
4, Kenyon, Wilfrid and Lucille
Paquette celebrated their 70th
wedding anniversary in Cornwall
July 8. Congratulations to you on
this big occasion.
Condolences
A former resident of Concession
7, Kenyon, June Rivette
(Bissonnette) has passed away in
Cornwall. Sympathies to the family.
Condolences also to Sylvie Morel
on the recent passing of her
mother in Laval.
Visiting
Morgan Shott from Edmonton
has spent a week visiting the Shott
farm.
Birthday wishes
Happy Birthday wishes to Gerry
O’Neill and Linda Evans, both
July 17, Millie Belair, July 22, and
Manson Barton, July 29.
July 18 is Canada’s Parks Day. n

LANCASTER
SHERRY
THOMPSON
613-360-1946

shelynn@outlook.com

Memorial service
July 19 at 11 a.m., St. Andrew’s
Presbyterian Church, South
Lancaster, will hold its annual
Memorial Sunday service. Families
with loved ones buried in the
cemetery are encouraged to decorate the graves that day. Special
music and the sound of the bagpipes will be heard throughout the
service. Following worship
wrapped homemade cookies and
drinks will be served on the
church lawn. A warm welcome is
extended to anyone who would
like to join us. For more information please contact Rev. Ian
MacMillan at 931-2545.
Footrace
The Great Raisin River Footrace
will continue on this year as a virtual run. Register your race choice
through Race Roster or Beyond
21's website. You simply run your
5 or 11 km at anytime throughout
the weekend of August 7-9, then
upload your results to the website.
Mary and I have done a couple
virtual runs so far this summer. It’s
an easy process and fun to connect
with different running groups
from around the world! Don’t forget to register and continue to participate in the great tradition supporting a much needed organization.
Social notes
On Saturday evening the wine
girls had our first outing since the
pandemic began. We had a wonderful experience, celebrating
Ashley Savoy and Becky
Davidson’s birthday. Other famil-

HAPPY CANADIANS: Grace (left) and Abigail Chabot were in
great spirits during a backyard Canada Day party in Alexandria.
PHOTO CHELSEA JEAUROND-CHABOT

iar faces enjoying a summer
evening night out were Bridget,
Jeff Lapierre and families and Yves
and Colleen Poirier.
Happy birthday to Mac Eamer,
Isabelle McCuaig, Lee Anne
Warden, Sheila Lafave, Dylan
Lalonde, Karen McDougall, Tracy
Moffat and Derek Leroux. n

GLEN
ROBERTSON
BOB MAY
613-209-5424
maysdesign44@gmail.com

The test
I had the COVID-19 test done
with my wife and it is painless, a
little strange but painless. The assessment centre is located at 62
Anik St., Alexandria, and will be
open Tuesdays and Thursdays
each week. Testing is by appointment only and a mask is mandatory. To book an appointment, call
the EOHU at 613-933-1375 or 1800-267-7120.
Always distance yourself from
others in lines or in stores as much
as possible, and use the mandatory mask of course.
Art show: At the Glengarry
Pioneer Museum, the Glengarry
Artists Collective will be showing
art by members including some
Glen artists’ works in the schoolhouse. Reservations to drop in are
necessary, call the museum (613527-5230) to reserve a time to view
between August 7 to 16, 11 a.m. to
4 pm. Closed Monday and
Tuesday. Hope to see you there !
St. Martin de Tours: Space available for all who want to attend on
Sundays so please join in.
Fire fan: The fire ban is still on,
even with all that welcomed rain.
Anyone shut in needing transportation or help contact me, 613209-5424 or cell 514-944-9200,
maysdesign44@gmail.com n

DALKEITH
MAGGIE DEAN
613-874-9994
deantillett@hawkigs.net

Good morning, Dalkeith.
Lovely crisp morning, good for
a ride on my favourite steed,
Cinderella. Training going well in
the open fields where she wants
to do it her way but must do it my
way. She's getting the idea and I
am feeling safer with every ride.
It really warms my heart to hear
of farmers when they go around
birds on their nests while cutting
hay. In this world of fast and furious, these acts of kindness are so
meaningful to our souls.
An update on my garden of
weeds: There will be no carrots
this year! Very little spinach, some
beans, and squash. I am so hopeful
every year that this will be the
year of plenty and I'm still waiting.
There are four kittens of three
months looking for new homes.
They are calico, brown and beige.
Please call me if you are interested.
Last Monday there was a surprise party for Margaret Newton

for her 93rd birthday held outside
at her front door, with balloons,
cake, drinks, cards and presents of
course. Emerson MacGillivray,
Pauline and Tracy Newton and
myself were in attendance.
Here are the birthdays for this
coming week: Linda Ranger, July
18, and Andrew Tillett, July 20.
Wishing you both happiness on
your special days.
Changing gears, there is a fire
ban in effect. Please be careful in
these dry times.
I have some good news to share
with you. I am starting to have
more energy and some good days,
not quite pain-free, but a great improvement. I still am waiting to
hear from you about the exciting
times you are having. Hope you
are all well and taking it slow, easy
and staying safe. From
Breadalbane with love, Maggie.n

DUNVEGAN
JAMES JOYCE
613-527-3413
james@tam-creek.ca

Lazy, hazy days of COVID
As I have often mentioned, The
Glengarry News collection available
through the Glengarry County
Archives’ web site is a marvelous
resource. To be frank though,
when I come upon the Dunvegan
columns from yesteryear, I often
experience a twinge of envy.
Definitely before the 1970s, and
even as late as the 1980s, there was
a healthy dollop of community
spirit in our little hamlet. The
columnist of the day could write
“Mr. and Mrs. MacBeamish were
in Cornwall last Friday to visit
their son Alistair,” and his or her
readers would know which
MacBeamish was being mentioned and have noticed they had
been away from home. Today
however, the vast majority of
Dunvegan area residents wouldn’t
know their neighbour if they ran
into them in the Independent
parking lot. Which sometimes
makes coming up with a column
during these lazy, hazy days of
COVID a bit of a challenge. So forgive me please if, in these times of
informational drought, I return to
the past.
3Rs Erratum
At the end of April, I recounted
how the late Lillian Campbell
(who died in the recent Nova
Scotia tragedy) attended SS #2 on
Dunvegan Road. This was indeed
true. Where I went off the rails
was when I said that her school,
better known as Cotton Beaver,
was “one of the four single-room
schools that served the Dunvegan
region. Five if you include Skye
School.” This total should have
read: “Six.” Roughly, from east to
west, over the course of the latter
part of the 19th century and the
first half of the 20th century, there
were Kenyon SS #2 (Cotton
Beaver), Caledonia SS #5 (Skye
School), Kenyon SS #20 (Fiske’s
Corners), Kenyon SS #3
(Dunvegan), Kenyon SS #24

(Ireland) and Kenyon SS #21
(Stewart’s Glen).
Origin of “Cotton Beaver”
Many thanks to Robert
Campbell for the loan of his copy
of The Schools of the Glens. It was
of great help in getting me back on
track. It also provided the possible
genesis of Kenyon SS #2’s “Cotton
Beaver” nickname. As Hazel
Renwick MacIntosh (who started
teaching at the school in 1942) explained in Schools of the Glens, “A
bog area north and east of the
school was filled with cattails
which in the fall opened and
spread their white fluff on the
wind. Hence the name Cotton
Beaver.” Well, that explains the
cotton part, but what about the
beaver?
Luckily,
Janet
MacCrimmon was able to offer a
suggestion. Her late husband
Harold said it referred to a type of
swamp grass in poorly drained
areas known as beaver grass. “My
own family closer to Apple Hill
also called wetland grasses, beaver
grass,” Janet wrote me in an email.
Prize looking for good
home
While we’re on the topic of
Cotton Beaver School, a loyal
reader from Cornwall has asked
for my help in locating any relative of Eunice MacGillivray. I’m
told Miss MacGillivray attended
SS#2 in the 1940s and, at the close
of the 1942-43 academic year was
awarded a prize for the neatness
of her work. Evidence of this accomplishment can be found on
page 360 of Schools of the Glens
where teacher Hazel Renwick
MacIntosh continued her account
of teaching at Cotton Beaver, “If I
remember correctly I had about 20
pupils at that time. Two girls who
passed the entrance exams were
Hilda MacCrimmon and Eunice
MacGillivray.”
Further proof turned up a few
years ago, when my Cornwall
reader stumbled across the prize
Eunice had taken home: a handsome, leather-bound book entitled
Life & Literature Book 2, Grade 8.
Inside the font cover are pasted
‘stars’ for neat work and the inscription: “Eunice MacGillivray,
Cotton Beaver School, 1942-43.”
As is the case for many of at this
stage of our lives, the person who
came across this book is beginning
to think of downsizing or, at the
very least, hopping aboard the latest
de-cluttering
fad.
Consequently, she has asked me
to act as an intermediary in finding a relative of Eunice
MacGillivray who would be interested in giving the book, which
I’m told would make a lovely coffee table tome, a good home.
There is no cost involved. The
book is free. So, if the ever-so-neat
scholar Eunice MacGillivray is a
branch on your family tree, simply
get in touch with me and I’ll set
the wheels in motion.
Arboreal buzz-cut
While completely off topic, if
you get a chance to thumb
through The Schools of the Glens
(the 1992 history of many of the
one-room schoolhouses in this
area) take a gander at the photo of
the buildings. They tell an interesting story when examined in the
context of last week’s clear-cutting
item. In many of the shots, much
of the land surrounding the
schools is largely devoid of tree
cover. Back in the day, it would
appear the fields were being used
for agriculture. Two perfect examples can be found on page 335. It
shows “Battle Hill” school and the
“Big Beaver” school that replaced
it in 1910.
Low Self-Esteem Group
My old friend Mike Helm from
Ottawa sent me a gem last week
that his wife Barbara spotted in
her church’s bulletin. It was a collection of typos and bloopers that
purportedly were gleaned from
actual church communications.
Here are a few samples: The
Fasting & Prayer Conference includes meals; Ladies, don’t forget
the rummage sale. It’s a chance to
get rid of those things not worth
keeping around the house. Bring
your husbands; Place your donation in the envelope along with
the deceased person you want remembered: and… Low SelfEsteem Support Group will meet
Thursday at 7 to 8:30 pm. Please
use the back door. I’ll bet at least
one of them brought a smile to
your face.
I’m not aware if this “Church
ladies with typewriters” feature
has appeared in Dunvegan’s
church bulletin. I’m not on the

mailing list.
However, a quick Internet
search indicated that similar collections of jocularity have appeared on church web sites all
across North America.
I hate to be a Doubting Thomas,
but the bloopers, while good clean
fun, all seemed a little too slick.
So I tried to find the e-headwaters of the ecclesiastical snafus.
Nowhere could I nail down the
original compiler of the typos and
malapropisms.

There are countless references to
them online but in virtually every
case, the introduction that precedes them goes like this: “They're
back! Those wonderful Church
Bulletins! Thank God for the
church ladies with typewriters.
These sentences actually appeared
in church bulletins or were announced at church services.”
Perhaps.
I suspect it’s much more likely
they are the product of a joke factory.

A Christian joke factory, but a
factory nevertheless. The closest
I’ve come to what might be the
rib-tickling source is a web site
called Laughbreak.com. It bills itself as “The Best Place for Clean
Jokes & Funny Useless Facts!”
One of its pages is devoted to “89
Church Bulletin Bloopers To Make
You Smile.”
It looks like this could be where
the typewriter-toting Church
Ladies get their material. n

AFTER THE STORM: Much-needed rain was accompanied by high winds in some areas as last
RICHARD MAHONEY PHOTO
weekend’s storms left broken trees in their wake.

BEWARE SLOW PEDESTRIANS: Motorists must always be on the look-out for an assortment of
wild drivers and creatures sharing rural roads. Among the common, and slow-moving pedestrians
are turtles which venture out into the open, seeking nesting areas, oblivious to vehicular traffic.
RICHARD MAHONEY PHOTO
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Death Notices

Death Notices

Births

BOURGEOIS - Angela Bourgeois wife of Leo Clouthier died at the Ottawa Hospital, July
18, 2016. The funeral was held at St. Raphael’s church and she was buried in the
parish cemetery next to her first husband Leo Bourgeois.
28-1p

HAMILTON - Andrew and Charlotte (née
Bradley) are delighted to welcome their son,
Ethan James, born Tuesday, June 9, 2020, at
the Ottawa General Hospital, weighing 9 lb
5 oz, a brother for Alexander. Proud grandparents are Louise and Steve Eckert of
Mitchell, Ontario, Richard and Bonnie
Hamilton of Vanessa, Ontario, and Richard
and Janet Bradley of Maxville. A fourth
great-grandson for Bob Hamilton of
Vanessa, Ontario.

In Memoriam
VOGEL, Anne Marie
Peacefully
at
the
Cornwall
Community Hospital surrounded by
family on Wednesday, July 8th, 2020.
Anne Marie Vogel (Tancek) of
Williamstown; age 82 years. Beloved
wife of Alfred Vogel for 62 years.
Loving mother of Tony (Cyndy)
Vogel, Anne (Bob) Donkers, Paul
(Linda) Vogel, Ursula (Dan) Flipsen,
Angela (Doug) Fawcett. A wonderful
Nanny to Jennifer (Mike), David
(Ashley), Jamie (Hannah), Virginia (Chris), Shannon
(Joey), Andy, Jakob (Stephanie), Crystal, Amber (Grant),
Michaela, Angela (Tristan), Kristopher, Paige, Abby, Leah
and 10 great grandchildren and counting. Dear sister of
Betty (Mario) Mazzorato of Guelph. Predeceased by her
parents, Jacob and Elizabeth Tancek and her brothers
Edwin and Emil Tancek. Anne Marie will be remembered
by her many nieces, nephews, extended family and
friends. Anne Marie was born and raised on a small farm
in Preston, Ontario. After marrying Alfred, they pur28-1p
chased their first farm in Paris, Ontario where they
milked Brown Swiss Cows. In 1971 they moved their
family and cows to Williamstown where their family
grew along with their farm. Anne Marie loved all animals
and welcomed many different kinds over the years.
More than the four-legged kind, she loved children. If she
wasn’t surrounded by her flowers, she was surrounded
by children, her grandchildren, their friends and later, the
great-grandchildren. Anne Marie loved teaching them
about animals. She spent many hours welcoming students to the farm and later volunteering her time in the
classroom, always bringing a critter or two along with
her. In keeping with the physical distancing requirements, a Mass of Christian Burial with controlled attendance will be celebrated in St. Mary's Roman Catholic
Church, Williamstown, on Tuesday, July 14, 2020 at 11
a.m. Rite of Commital will follow in the Parish Cemetery.
In lieu of flowers, we request a donation made to Williamstown
Public school, where Anne Marie volunteered for many years.
Funeral arrangements entrusted to McArthur Bros. &
MacNeil Funeral Home & Chapel, 428 Second Street
East, Cornwall (613-932-6300).
Condolences can be left at www.mcarthurbrosfh.com

Alma J. METCALFE
In loving memory of Alma J.
Metcalfe (née MacLeod) who
passed away on July 17, 2000.
The void in our hearts is as
deep as it was twenty years ago.
We lost a very talented lady.
These talents included family
ties, kitchen cuisine, landscape
painting, environmental protection, budget control, home
decor, sewing, a fashion plate
and lots of TLC. Alma fought
cancer for three years and her
handling of her health situation
softened the impact on a loving
family. During the many medical appointments, we witnessed the admiration the doctors had for her courage and strength despite a worsening condition. The visiting nurses to our home became like family because of their love for Alma. Our Haliburton Highlands cottage has so many happy memories with Alma at the centre.
Grief is just love with no place to go.
Life ends. Love Endures.
Lovingly remembered by
Ian, John, Jeffrey, Melanie and families.

Cards of Thanks

Your marriage has been an inspiration to us and
speaks to the legacy you have created.

McCASKILL, Munroe
I would like to express my heartfelt appreciation to Dr. S.
Accardi as well as the HGMH and St. Elizabeth nurses for
the professional and compassionate care given to my father,
Munroe, during his illness and prior to his death. Sincere
thanks is extended to: Rev. James Douglas for conducting the
funeral service, Brian & Elizabeth Caddell and Ewen &
Audrey MacDonald for their musical contributions, Ernie
MacMillan & Audrey Nixon-Crawford for their fitting eulogies, the Pallbearers, Munro & Morris Funeral Homes for
their guidance and support and to the many family, friends
and neighbours who sent flowers and cards, made donations
and reached out with messages, phone calls and visits.
My father was proud to call Glengarry home.

Kenzie & Elsie
MacLeod

28-1p

turns

(613) 525-2315
37-tf

Glengarry Representatives, R.R. 1 Dunvegan

WOOD HEAT. Clean, safe and thermostatically controlled. Central Boiler
Outdoor Wood Furnace, 25-year warranty, EPA approved. Corn and wood
pellet also available. Maiview Farm. Tel.
450-264-6937.
3-tf

10,000 WATT generator for sale. Diesel
electric start. $450 or best offer. Tel. 613527-3459.
28-1p

Call 613-347-1123.

95

is looking for
AZ DRIVERS for Ontario and Quebec runs.
We have immediate job opportunities for DRIVERS with flat
bed experience that are looking for full time work and being
part of a dynamic team. We offer full health and dental plan.
We pay by the mile, tarping, untarping, pick ups and dropoffs. You are off every weekend. Send us your resume with a
copy of a clean driver and CVOR abstract.
Our head office is located 45 minutes east of Ottawa, near
Fournier, Ontario, check out our website at
28-1p
mjntrucklines.com.
Our phone number is 613-524-3335. Please email resume
and driver & CVOR abstract to mjntrucklines@yahoo.com

on
Thursday, July 16!!

Happy Birthday
Mom!

Congratulations

Robert & Anita
Charlebois
who are
celebrating their
th

50 Wedding
Anniversary
on

27-1nc

With love,
from your children and
grandchildren.

Garden Centre

Land for Sale

TOP~SOIL

95.5 acres of
agricultural land,
86 acres of tiled
tillable land and
9.5 acres of rough.
Located north of
Glen Robertson on
McCormick Rd.
Private Sale.
For more details
call 613-360-9983.

~For Sale~

Screened, great for
landscaping, gardens
and flower beds.
For pick up call Dan
613-551-6167
For deliveries call
Linda 613-525-4061

HOUSE SALE

16068 Lakeside Drive, Moulinette Island (Island 17)
Long Sault, Ontario

FRIDAY, JULY 17 to
SATURDAY JULY 18
8:30 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Sterling pcs.; early Staffordshire figurines; 12” x 18”
G.S. Walters R.B.A. England watercolour, Stewart
Skelter oil; local Bob Eddie & J.E. Cruthers; brass rubbings of English Medieval relics some dating 1465;
Gibbard nesting tables; Gibbard lamp tables; 3 tiered
serving table; glass top display coffee tables; miniatures; boxes including bone inro sectioned medicine
container; Netsuke mini sculptures; African sculptures; needle point bench; Doulton figurines; Beswick
birds; Hummel; flatware; paper weights; 8 pc. oriental
dresser set; crystal & china bowls and vases; small two
door hanging cupboard; small sofas; upholstered
chairs; items from world travels; 2000 Royals’ reunion
hockey stick signed by players & coaches; chest of
drawers; single beds; storage cabinets; Sadler medical
scale; working table extends to 6’1/2; ping pong table;
book cases; maple hutch; kitchen items; other misc.
items

Note: Please wear a face mask or face covering
TERMS: Cash, Cheque, VISA/MC, Interac
FLORA GRANT DUMOUCHEL
AUCTION SERVICE

28-1c

Ingleside, Ont., 613-537-2925
floradumouchel@yahoo.ca

LARGE ONLINE
TIMED FARM
MACHINERY
AUCTION

To be held at our facility located at
15093 Cty. Rd 18 East of Osnabruck Centre
TO BEGIN ON OR BEFORE AUGUST 4TH
Auction consists of over 100 pieces of farm machinery
being sold for Ferme LCM Quesnel Inc as well as other
consignments including E70B Cat excavator, water
tankers, various other pieces of farm equipment, over 50
pieces of new items including tarp structures, farm & shop
equipment and more.
Now accepting complete packages or individual
pieces for our fall auction schedule & booking
auctions for the rest of summer and fall seasons
For more info or to view our current auction
schedule visit www.peterrossauction.ca or
www.peterrossauction.hibid.com
AUCTION CONDUCTED BY:

YARD Sale: Saturday, July 18, 8 a.m. to
2 p.m., 21950 Main Street, Glen
Robertson. All kinds of items. 28-1p

With all our love,
from your 10 children
and spouses,
29 grandchildren and
spouses and 41 27-1nc
great-grandchildren.

Saturday,
July 18, 2020

Yard Sales

Coming Events

Ingleside, ON

Tel. 613-537-8862

See photos online: www.peterrossauction.ca

Reserve now for weddings,
receptions, social and family
gatherings. Fully Licensed.
Air Conditioned

Call 613527-1185
Box 31, Apple Hill, ON 28-1c

Produce
LOG-length firewood for sale, 16 feet.
Call Dan. Tel. 613-551-5945.
43-tf
FIREWOOD for sale, mixed hardwood,
$75 per face cord, split and delivered.
Tel. 613-330-0774
28-2p
FREE-RANGE chicken $3.75/lb. Please
call 613-347-1123.
28-1p

Coming Events

SANCTUARY FARM
A safe place to keep your distance
Saturday, July 17 from 10 am - 4 pm
21629 Concession 8 Rd, Glen Nevis
Veggies and fruit picked for you: Sour
cherries, red currants, gooseberries,
cabbage, kale, green, yellow, hot chilis,
cukes, peas, beans, etc.
Have a drink, look at my waterfall 28-1c
and ponds. Lots of stuff to buy in my barn
For Rent

Space for Lease

FOR RENT horse barn with 5 stalls.
Tel. 613-577-5350
21-8p

COMMERCIAL space for lease at 11 Mill
Square, Alexandria. Call Claude. Tel. 613525-2132.
13-tf

28-1c

ONLINE TIMED
AUCTION
CALENDAR FOR JULY
FIREARMS AUCTION
Selling on behalf of Irvine & Robert
Robinson of Glen Robertson 118 guns,
CLOSING on MONDAY, JULY 20 at 6:30PM
(soft close, staggered).

ESTATE MACHINE/ WELDING &
BLACKSMITH SHOP LIQUIDATION
with Added Consignment of 5th Wheel
Camping Trailer & Quantity of New Lumber,
CLOSING on THURSDAY, JULY 23 at 6:30PM
(soft close, staggered).

TOY & COLLECTIBLE AUCTION
OPENING MONDAY JULY 13 at 12 Noon
until WEDNESDAY, JULY 22 at 6:30PM (soft
close, staggered).
For photos and full listings please visit our
website at www.peterrossauction.ca or visit www.peterrossauction.hibid.com for information on current
online auctions or to register for these current auctions.
If you wish to view the merchandise please call 613537-8862 to schedule an appointment.
AUCTION CONDUCTED BY:

28-1c

28_4p

25-6c

Like a bird singing
in the rain,
Let grateful memories
survive in
time of sorrow.

Monuments • Plaques
Lettering • Custom Design

Articles for Sale

Looking for a
HOUSEKEEPER
who loves their job
and gets into the
corners to clean. We
need a
thorough spring
cleaning and then
weekly
maintenance. 28-3p

MJN Truck Lines Ltd

Marion Haramis

Alex MOGELON

Serving Families since 1904

HELP wanted for chores on hobby farm
near St. Raphaels. Part-time 1/2 to 1 day
per week. Tel. 613-347-1123
28-2p

on Monday, July 13,
2020

In Memoriam

KINGSTON
MONUMENTS

GLEANER M2 combine with 16’ flexhead
and 4-row corn head. Cart for grain head
included. Always kept inside. Good
working order. Working a/c. Assorted
screens, manuals and extra parts. Tel.
613-347-2264.
27-2p

Help Wanted

Love from the Family

28-1p

Monuments

Help Wanted

63 YEARS OF
MARRIAGE
Happy 63rd Anniversary
to our Mom, Dad,
Grandma and Grandpa.

We wish to express our
gratitude to those who offered
their
prayers,
thoughts, and cards of
sympathy to us in the recent loss of our beloved
mother, grandmother, and
great-grandmother, Anna
Goudie. Due to COVID-19
restrictions, there was a
private visitation and funeral. Her obituary can be
found online at John
Sullivan's Funeral Home
website.
- The Goudie Family

There’s something like a line
of gold thread running
through a dad’s words when
he talks to his daughter, and
gradually over the years it
gets to be long enough for you
to pick up in your hands and
weave into a cloth that feels
like love itself.
Twenty years since you've
passed and I still think of
you every day.
Miss ya, Dad!
Love, Ronna 28-1nc

Farm Machinery

are celebrating

Anna GOUDIE

Sept. 10, 1925 - July 17, 2000

Auctions

28-1p

FOR SALE - Used bale wagons and gravity boxes. Tel. 613-577-5350
22-8p

Announcements

28-1p

Mary and John MacLeod

TARTAN OF THE WEEK:
Jackson Ancient Colours Tartan

Office hours: Monday to Thursday 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO PLACE ALL ADS UNDER APPROPRIATE CLASSIFICATIONS

Ads must be paid in advance or by:

- Heather McCaskill

BOXED ADS: Call office for quote.
WORD ADS: $10 for 20 words, plus 37¢ for each
additional word $1 off for each consecutive
week. Birth announcement ads: FREE

C LASSIFIEDS

Deadline is Monday at 1 p.m.
You can reach us at 613-525-2020; by
fax at 613-525-3824; or by email at
production@glengarrynews.ca
3 Main Street South, Alexandria Ont.

- Robert
Louis
Stevenson

Real Estate

Ingleside, ON

Tel. 613-537-8862

Check us out on Facebook for auction updates!

SAUVE Real Estate LTD. Brokerage
OFFICE: 54 Main St. S., Alexandria 613-525-2940

MAURICE SAUVE

613-360-0015
FOR ACTION AND RESULTS CALL MAURICE
Broker of Record

Cell

ALEXANDRIA: Impressive
home on 6 acres on east edge
of town. Stone/brick exterior.
Roof 30 A/S plus ice shield.
Attached insulated garage.
Lovely kitchen. Spacious living room open to family room.
Barn-garage insulated, has 3
horse stalls. $478,800 MLS 1191395

I HAVE REQUESTS FOR BUNGALOWS, 2-STOREY
HOMES, FARMS AND LAND PARCELS THROUGHOUT GLENGARRY. I’M ALWAYS READY TO VISIT
& DISCUSS YOUR PROPERTY.

Practise Social Distancing,
wash your hands,
Wear a mask in public places,
Stay home if you can,
& take a deep breath...
Better Days are near
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Township to ponder
long-term care criticism
South Glengarry council will consider a motion at
its next meeting a resolution from Sarnia calling for
improvements to long-term care homes in the wake
of the 5,300 COVID-19 deaths at such facilities across
the province.
“When I noticed this resolution, to be honest, I hadn’t really thought about how other municipalities can
participate in looking at long-term care homes,” said
Councillor Stephanie Jaworski during the last session.
“Canada has done fairly well in terms of dealing
with the COVID-19 pandemic, but a real stain on our
results is the number of deaths we’ve had in longterm care homes. They represent over 80 per cent of
the deaths. So, I think definitely, there needs to be a
longer and closer look made at long-term care homes,
in terms of ensuring the residents there are well
cared for.”
The Sarnia council motion is anything but subtle,
reading “That due to the deplorable conditions exposed by the pandemic in LTC homes in the

province, and because this is a time for action, not
just continuous streams of investigations, commissions and committees, and because the problems
have been clearly identified, that Sarnia city council
direct staff to send this motion to the 444 Ontario
Municipalities, asking them to urge Premier Ford to
start implementing the required resolutions immediately.” The city calls for an increase in the hours
for all part-time and casual staff at the province’s senior residences, ongoing government inspections of
privately-run long-term care homes to “see that they
are being properly run, and that funds are being used
for the benefit of the residents and not the huge profitability of the operators,” and “to end the neglect
and unacceptable conditions being experienced, each
day, by our vulnerable seniors.”
Conceding that she didn’t know if she liked “exactly how it’s written,” Coun. Jaworski requested that
staff put together a draft resolution supporting
Sarnia’s motion for the July 20 meeting.
-- Scott Carmichael

PROTECTIONIST: Hawks protect their territories and can become aggressive when humans enter their habitat.
RICHARD MAHONEY PHOTO

Aerial attacks
The South Nation Conservation
Authority is warning the public
about a bird of prey with a keen
maternal instinct.
“We’ve received reports of an
aggressive hawk nesting along
the trail at the Warwick Forest
Conservation Area in Berwick,”
says SNC. “Hawks will aggres-

sively defend their nests and may
swoop or strike at humans using
their claws, usually going for the
head. This could result in injury.”
Visitors “should proceed with
caution,” and use alternative
routes. SNC officials also recommend using an umbrella while
visiting the site.

Notices

2020 MUNICIPAL BY-ELECTION
TOWNSHIP OF
NORTH GLENGARRY
NOTICE OF NOMINATION FOR
COUNCILLOR OF
ALEXANDRIA WARD

This is a notice of the posting date and time for filing
nominations for the office of Councillor of Alexandria
for the remainder of the 2018-2022 term of Council
A person may be nominated for the Councillor of
Alexandria in the 2020 municipal by-election by filing
in the office of the Clerk a nomination on the prescribed form accompanied by endorsement of nomination by at least 25 persons and the prescribed nomination filing fee of $100.00. The form can be filed in person or through an agent, payable by cash, certified
cheque or money order.
A nomination form must be signed by the candidate
and may be filed with the Clerk or Deputy Clerk in
person or by an agent by August 13, 2020 at 2 pm at the
office of the Clerk, 90 Main Street South, Alexandria.
Please contact the Clerk or Deputy Clerk to schedule
an appointment to file your nomination form and pay
your fee.
How to be nominated?
• Obtain a nomination Form (Form1) and endorsement
of nomination (Form 2) posted on the website
• Clearly indicate the name and address of the person
to be nominated and all other information required
• Any person wishing to be nominated must be eligible
to vote in the municipality
• Nomination papers will be received by the Clerk or
Deputy Clerk as described in this notice.
Clerk – Sarah Huskinson – 613-525-1625 or Deputy
Clerk – Lise Lavigne – 613-525-1323

ÉLECTION PARTIELLE
MUNICIPALE 2020
CANTON DE GLENGARRY NORD
AVIS DE MISE EN CANDIDATURE
POUR LE POSTE DU
CONCEILLER(ÈRE) QUARTIER
D’ALEXANDRIA
Cet avis donne la date et le temps pour la mise en candidature pour le poste du Conseiller(ère) quartier
d’Alexandria pour la durée du Conseil, soit de 2018 à
2022.
Une personne peut être mise en candidature pour le
poste du Conseiller(ère) d’Alexandria lors de l’élection
partielle municipale de 2020 en déposant au bureau du
greffier une mise en candidature sur le formulaire prescrit, accompagnée du formulaire d’appui de la déclaration de candidature d’au moins 25 personnes et des
frais requis de 100$. Le formulaire peut être déposé en
personne ou via agent payable comptant, par chèque
visé ou mandat postal.
Une mise en candidature doit être signée par le candidat et peut être présentée à la Greffière ou Greffière adjointe en personne ou via un agent avant le 13 août,
2020 à 14h, au bureau municipale, 90 rue Main sud,
Alexandria. S’il vous plait communiquer avec la greffière ou la greffière adjointe pour faire un rendez-vous
pour déposer votre candidature et payer vos frais.
Comment être mis en candidature?
• Obtenir un formulaire de mise en candidature (formulaire 1) et formulaire d’appui de la déclaration de
candidature (formulaire 2) affichés sur le site Web.
• Indiquer lisiblement les noms et adresses de la personne à être mise en candidature ainsi que tout autre
renseignement requis.
• Toute personne désirant être mise en candidature
doit être en mesure d’exercer son droit d’électeur dans
la municipalité.
• Les candidatures seront reçues par la greffière ou la
greffière adjointe tel que stipulé dans cet avis.
Greffière – Sarah Huskinson – 613-525-1625 ou
Greffière Adjointe – Lise Lavigne – 613-525-1323 28-1c

MIXED BLESSING: Wild grapes can provide free food for foragers, but they can also slowly destroy
RICHARD MAHONEY PHOTO
trees. The wild growth can be seen throughout the area.

Help for businesses
Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry businesses that are
unable to access federal relief measures or require
further assistance can still apply for help under the
Regional Relief and Recovery Funding program.
Contact Cornwall & The Counties Community
Futures Development Corporation at mycommunityfutures.ca to apply for assistance.
Unlike the Canada Emergency Business Account,
companies without a separate business bank account
are eligible.
“Businesses are at the heart of our economy and
many are vital to this community. The COVID-19
pandemic has led to uncertainty and anxiety for businesses and their employees,” notes the CFDC.
In order to provide targeted assistance to the small

towns, communities, and businesses it serves,
Cornwall & The Counties CFDC has been focusing
on assisting “main street” businesses such as retail
shops, restaurants, corner stores, tourism-based businesses and businesses of strategic importance to communities, with interest-free loans up to $40,000. Up
to 25 per cent may be forgivable. Loans may cover
fixed expenses, inventory, the cost associated with
PPE equipment as well as some working capital.
CFDCs deliver a wide variety of programs and
services to support community economic development and small business growth. They employ local
staff and are each governed by a volunteer board of
directors, made up of local residents representing the
community.

4,442 reasons to smile
The Winchester District Memorial Hospital
Foundation has several good reasons to celebrate
when it held its annual general meeting online recently.
“I want to start with the incredible impact of our
donors,” began Board Chair Peter Krajcovic. “In the
last year, there have been 4,442 gifts to the WDMH
Foundation. As a result, we were able to purchase 43
pieces of medical equipment for the hospital, totaling
$1,187,112.71! Yes, that’s 1.187 million dollars!”
Over the past year, the organization has become
the WDMH Foundation, recognizing a new relationship with Dundas Manor and the board of directors
who oversees the home.
“The Foundation already works alongside donors
in support of compassionate care in our community
from babies to seniors. Now we will build upon that
commitment as the fundraising partner for the new
Dundas Manor. We are excited to take on this challenge, and as always, we are confident that local communities will once again step up to help make the
dream of a new Dundas Manor a reality,” said Mr.
Krajcovic.
Another highlight of the evening was the introduction of the WDMH foundation’s new Commitment
Statement. The new vision is: “Together with current
and future donors who, like us, value excellence in
local health care, we work to inspire and support
their investments of time and financial gifts. We work
hard to ensure that our donors trust us, feel our gratitude, are well-informed, and enjoy positive giving
experiences. In all things, our donors are number
one. We value accountability, transparency, integrity
and celebrating our donors’ achievements and successes along the way.”
Managing Director Kristen Casselman said: “The
new Commitment Statement really speaks to the best
part of my job. I love working with, inspiring, and
supporting our donors. And now, I look forward to

building more relationships as we welcome Dundas
Manor into our family.”

Snow plan
BY STEVEN WARBURTON
News Staff
SDG wants to maintain the practice of having
lower tier municipalities continue snow clearance
on some county roads.
The arrangement, which started in the winter of
2015/2016, has provided more efficient routing that
allowed SDG to eliminate six contracted routes.
“County roads plowed by the local municipalities
are generally low volume roads near existing municipal patrol yards or in areas surrounded by local
street,” says county documentation. SDG CAO Tim
Simpson says it's being done more for efficiency
sake than it is for cost savings, adding that the
Counties are “paying about the same amount to
local municipalities as it would to private contractors to maintain the roads subject to the maintenance agreements.”
At a recent meeting, counties council agreed to
send winter maintenance agreements to all six of
its member municipalities. In the case of North
Glengarry, the township would be responsible for
County Road 30 between County Road 43 and Skye
Road, County Road 43 between County Road 46
and County Road 34, and County Road 46 from
County Road 43 to County Road 34. This accounts
for just over 33 km. South Glengarry just has one
road to deal with -- an 11.4-km stretch of County
Road 17 from County Road 19 to County Road 27.
North Glengarry Township stands to receive nearly
$31,500 a year from the counties for this work.
South Glengarry will get nearly $10,800.

SUMMER HUES: The landscape features every shade of green imaginable as crops continue to
RICHARD MAHONEY PHOTO
mature amidst extremely arid conditions.

Is science back in style?
By Cam Dahl,
President of Cereals Canada
There have been some unexpected impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic. One of these is the
new celebrity status of our Chief
Medical Health Officers. A lot of
people who just a few short
months ago never even knew
every province had a Chief
Medical Health Officer are now
hanging on to every word. Does
this mean science and respected
authority based on knowledge education and experience are coming back in style? I hope this is
the case but there are worrying
signs society’s newfound trust in
science may not outlast COVID19.
First to the good news. A recent
survey (by Proof Strategies) found
that Canadians trust in doctors
and scientists has increased by
over 10 per cent since the pandemic hit. This is true in most of
the world. For example, results in
Europe show that public trust in
science and researchers has soared
during the pandemic.
This does not mean that the internet snake-oil salesmen have
gone away. Even the President of
the United States has mused
about disinfectant injections to the
lungs or ultraviolet light through
the skin to destroy the virus. But
outside of the most diehard conspiracy theorists trust in science
seems to be on the ascendancy
and faith in quackery is on the decline.
At first blush this is good news
for those of us involved in, and
who want to advance, agriculture
and agri-food. Could we be seeing
a turn to trust in nutrition advice
actually based on scientific evidence rather than the latest fad?
Some anecdotes indicate that this
might be the case. For example,
the anti-gluten fad, which was beginning to fade away before
COVID-19, seems to have vanished. People have fallen in love
with bread again, as is evidenced
by the bump in flour demand
across Canada.
How does society’s trust in science and research impact our
food and those who supply it? For
many people, the pandemic has
brought home the tremendous
strength and value of our food
chain. Despite some disruptions
and inconveniences, Canadians
have not been at risk that the
shelves will be empty when they
visit the grocery store. What
might not be as readily appreciated is that the strength and resilience of Canadian agriculture
and our food supply chain is a result of science and research.
Our appreciation for the
strength of our supply chain and
food production should not be a
momentary thing that disappears
after the pandemic is resolved.
This should be a moment of sober

reflection over how important
food security is and that can only
be accomplished through supporting the science behind efficient production.
Sadly, I am not sure the return
to a trust in institutions, research
and scientists is a trend that is
going to last longer than social
distancing. Most people recognize
that the decisions they are making
today will have an immediate impact on their own health and the
well-being of their loved ones (exceptions noted for those who
crowd downtown Toronto parks).
This immediacy of impact will
fade when we come out of the
pandemic and the latest quick
cure for everything pops up on
the internet.
Food commentary before the
pandemic included much nostalgia for the agriculture of past generations. We want full grocery
shelves, cheap food, but agriculture practices that look like they
have come out of Charlotte’s Web.
This rosy retrospection has been
interrupted somewhat by the im-

mediacy of the pandemic, but I
fear it will be back as our focus on
dealing with COVID-19 becomes
a memory.
Security, resiliency
Now is the time for both governments and industry to step up
and emphasize that the security
and resiliency of the food supply
chain, experienced by Canadians
during the pandemic, is not an accident.
Canadians have been food secure through the pandemic because of modern agriculture that
includes pesticides, chemical fertilizers, precision agriculture and
science-based regulations.
Further, Canada needs to use
this time of a resurgence in the
understanding of the value of science and research to push for a
greater scientific foundation of the
world’s trading system.
After all it is not just Canadian
consumers who depend on the resiliency of a science-based food
supply chain, but consumers in
every country to which we export
Canadian farmers’ production.

Reclaim your home from unwanted guests.
Specializing in residential and
commercial extermination of:
•Cluster Flies •Ladybugs •Earwigs
•Spiders
•Ticks
•Ants
•Etc.

Canadian Pest Control Services
Residential • Commercial
Chris Leblanc, prop.
Alexandria

613-525-0838

1-888-566-7317

Quit stalling!
BRING
IT TO US.
• Alternators, Starters and
Generators
– Rebuilt or New
• Automotive, Commercial,
Agricultural

613-525-0609

20015D Hwy. 43, West of Alexandria

Eliminates high
heating bills.
Up to

2500*

$

Instant Rebate

The Classic Edge is the perfect combination
of performance and value
•
•
•
•

Easy to operate and easy to maintain
Easy to operate and easy to maintain
EPA-Certified, clean-burning
Stainless models available, ask about
our Titanium Series

Ferme

MAIVIEW FARM
E. and R. Maither

2130, 1st Concession, Athelstan, Qc

1-450-264-5921
(bilingual)

Outdoor Wood Furnace

CentralBoiler.com

1-450-264-6937
email: er.maither@sympatico.ca

16-3012

SALES, INSTALLATION and SERVICE is our MOTTO
*Instant rebate of $2,500 off of select in-stock Central Boiler outdoor furnace models, available at
participating dealers only. Savings shown is on an E-Classic 1450 model. See dealer for details.

• GPS Tile Mapping and Guidance Systems
• GPS Topo Mapping Systems

For quality workmanship and great service
On Top Of
P.O. Box 297,
613-525-1940
What’s Gone Below

Alexandria

For Over 30 Years

linscottdrainage@bell.net
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100 YEARS AGO
Friday, July 9, 1920
• Dr. R. J. MacCallum is having
the second flat of his newly acquired premises in the Simpson
block remodeled into a modern
apartment.
• The Misses Jane Fraser,
Gretta Bennett Katie, J. A.
MacKay, Pearl McEwen, Cassie
Urquart and Annie McDonald,
all of Maxville, left on Monday
for Whitby, to a summer session
of the agricultural courses at the
Ontario Ladies’ College.
• Felix Daprato has disposed of
his residence, Derby Street, to T.
Pilon, formerly of Montreal; H.
Leboeuf has sold to Rod S.
McLeod, the residence on Main
St. now occupied by Z. Courville;
while Mrs. D. C. Campbell,
Bishop Street North, has acquired
from the Macdonald estate, that
lot in rear of her present property.
90 YEARS AGO
Friday, July 18, 1930
• Laughlin A. Macdonald, Kirk
Hill, received serious injuries yesterday, in a runaway accident on
the highway about one mile
north of Alexandria. Mr.
Macdonald had loaded a new
mower on his wagon and was
proceeding home when his
horses became restive and
dragged him off the load and
along the road for some distance,
the wagon passing over him.
Some 20 months ago, Mr.
Macdonald’s brother, John
Archie, was killed by a car at
Fassifern.
• Maxville friends were shocked
to learn of the tragic death of
Shirley, the four-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mack McRae,
in Montreal on Monday.
80 YEARS AGO
Friday, July 5, 1940
• Miss Ethel Ostrom, for 25
years in charge of English classes
at AHS, has announced her retirement from teaching.
• Relatives here have learned
that Gordon Charlebois, seaman
on a Canadian merchantman, is
safe following the sinking of the
boat off the coast of England.
• Three Glengarrians graduated as nurses at Hotel Dieu,
Cornwall. They are: Rev. Sister
McDonald (Catherine McGillis),
Green Valley, Gertrude Bougie
of Lancaster, and Agatha Abrams
of Williamstown.
70 YEARS AGO
Thursday, July 7, 1950

AULD
LANG
SYNE
120 YEARS AGO
Friday, July 6, 1900
• Early this morning, Alex
Simpson, one of our oldest and
most highly esteemed citizens,
died suddenly at Schell’s factory,
where he was employed as a
night watchman.
• Miss Maud Conway, who has
recently graduated from the
Memorial School for Nurses in
Brooklyn, NY, is visiting her
mother, Mrs. H. A. Conroy, here.
• M. McRae and D. Christie,
Maxville, were in town on
Monday. Mr. Christie has just
completed the sale of his farm to
the Canada Atlantic Railway, the
price being $4,000.
• R. Macdonald, Esq., private
banker at Grinnell, Iowa, is at
present the guest of his brother,
H. R. Macdonald. He is accompanied by Mrs. Macdonald, three
children and nurse.
110 YEARS AGO
Friday, July 8, 1910
• R. H. Cowan, the hardware
merchant, has added another
important line to his business in
the form of furniture, having
purchased the entire stock of
McMillan & Morris. Mr. Cowan
has turned the upper flat of his
store into showrooms.
• K. A. McDonald, having disposed of his hotel at Dalhousie
Station to E. Brousseau of
Williamstown, has purchased
the southeast 1/4, Lot 34-2nd
Lochiel.
• Among the Alexandrians
who took in the aviation meet at
Lakeside on Friday last were
Mayor Costello, Mr. and Mrs.
James Martin, Dr. and Mrs.
McLennan, Dr. H. L. Cheney, Dr.
J. T. Hope, Messrs. John
Simpson, T.J. Gormley, W.J.
Simpson, J. F. Smith, John
McLeister, G. W. Shepherd,
Louis Shepherd, I. B. Ostrom,
Geo. Bradley and E. H. Stimson.
• A. J. Kennedy of Maxville,
and the members of his family
have departed for their new
home in New Ontario.
• Master John McIntosh, who
had been attending St. Michael’s
College, Toronto, is holidaying
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
J. McIntosh, Greenfield.

INFORMATION, PLEASE: Ken Johns (kenjohns@sympatico.ca) is seeking information on the event shown in this picture that was taken in Maxville some time before
1921. Taken at Main and Mechanic Streets, the photo shows a building on the south-east corner, now the site of a car wash, and a building on the north east corner which
is now the location of a brick building erected in 1921. The photo was found tucked into a notebook at Maxville United Church.

• Menard Construction
Company’s dragline on Monday
began the work of cleaning the
mill pond.
• Mrs. Sarah Fagan, 86, who
was residing with her daughter,
Mrs. Angus. A. MacDonald, suffered a fractured left leg in a fall
last week.
• The degree of Bachelor of
Pedagogy with first class honours has been conferred on
Capt. N. M. Leitch, recently appointed
Western
Army
Command personnel selection
officer.
Formerly
of
Williamstown, Capt. Leitch won
his master’s degree in education
psychology at Toronto.
• Dr. and Mrs. M. Markson
leave Sunday for a trip up the
Saguenay.
60 YEARS AGO
Thursday, July 7, 1960
• Glengarry Transport is
adding daily transport service
between Alexandria and
Toronto. The new service will include Hawkesbury, Maxville,
Winchester and vicinity.
• Royce MacGillivray of
McCrimmon, has been awarded

his Master’s degree by Harvard.
He will return to Harvard to
study for his Ph. D. in 17th
Century English History, this
time on a fellowship.
• Two Bainsville girls, Wanda
Mitchell and Wendy McRae won
the first Provincial Honours certificate and pin given in
Glengarry at the 4-H
Homemaking achievement day.
50 YEARS AGO
Thursday, July 8, 1970
• Mr. and Mrs. France and
Flore Aubin celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary.
• Rev. Robert Blair was inducted at Knox United Church
in Lancaster.
• Access to the new Highway
417 is definitely out at Dunvegan
and there will be provision made
for future access at McCrimmon.
• Martintown cheese factories
King’s Road and Burn Brae
closed after being bought by
Kraft Foods Ltd.
• Net profits of $1,500 are expected from July 1 celebrations.
• Hard hit by fire April 27, the
store of Gerard Goulet, Dalkeith
reopens today.

• Rita McDonell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley McDonell,
5th Concession has obtained her
Interim Elementary School
Teacher’s Certificate from
Ottawa Teacher’s College.
• Herve Sauvé of Alexandria
has accepted an appointment as
Assistant Crown Attorney at
Sudbury. He is son of Mr. and
Mrs. Adelard Sauvé.
40 YEARS AGO
Wednesday, July 9, 1980
• Roland Boyer, manager of
the Royal Bank in Alexandria for
the past eight years, will be moving on to Ottawa in another
week. Mel Roy of Casselman will
fill Mr. Boyer’s position here.
• Kelly Olson was presented
the Dr. Moses Markson award at
Alexander Separate School. The
award and a monetary gift are
presented annually to the graduating student with the highest
academic achievement throughout the school year.
• Robert Sova of R. R. #1,
Apple Hill and George Foster of
R. R. #1, Cornwall were two of
Char-Lan’s top award winners.
Robert won, among other things,

the $500 Williamstown Char-Lan
Reunion Scholarship and George
won the $250 runner-up award.
• Glengarry District High
School Ontario Scholars this year
include: Claire Aubry, Doug
Brown, Sylvie Chenier, Diane
Glaude, Doris Gerbig, Ewen
Hartrick, Mona Lawson, Andre
Leroux, Tom McLeister, Susan
Partington, Chantal Periard,
Doreen Peters, Ginette Poirier,
brothers Raymond and Rene
Poirier,
Chantal
Sauvé,
Dominique Whelan and Diane
Wilamoski.
30 YEARS AGO
Wednesday, July 11, 1990
• After six years of using the
Ontario Provincial Police department’s radio, the Alexandria police department is upgrading its
system as of July 13. The new
system connects calls to a police
office even when there is no one
in the office.
• Ontario retailers can open
Sunday without penalty for at
least the next two months as the
Ontario Court of Appeal
blocked provincial efforts
Thursday to keep stores closed.

But Glengarry merchants are
not too pleased. “We’re open six
days a week and late Fridays. I
feel this is ample time for shoppers to reach the store, “ said
Bill Shields, co-owner of
Maxville Home Hardware.
• Police and an Alexandria
couple are baffled by an explosion which shook their
Dominion Street home and
blew a hole in their swimming
pool on July 5. Paul Lalonde
and wife Diane discovered fragments of the explosive 40 feet
away from the pool across the
street. The explosion may have
been more than a childish
prank.
•
Young children in
Alexandria brandishing cap
guns and cowboy hats may
soon have to deal with the long
arm of municipal law if council
decided to outlaw firearm replicas. Responding to a request
from the City of Ottawa,
Alexandria council will meet
with Chief Paul Deveau July 24
to decide whether to abolish
fake weapons.
• The following students were

named Ontario Scholars at
Char-Lan District High School:
Ricky Blacker, Jason Cuerrier,
Carrie
Gordon,
Steven
Laframboise, Peter McIntosh,
Carolyn Rose, Colleen Smith,
Lucy Smith and Howard
Swerdfeger.
20 YEARS AGO
Wednesday, July 12, 2000
• Jane and George Foster are
prepared to chain themselves to
trees that are slated to be cut
down to provide for the widening of County Road 2 in
Summerstown.
• Consoltex hopes for an upturn in textile orders this fall
after experiencing a decline in
orders during the spring which
resulted in a recent layoff.
• Ending a 32-year career that
saw her teaching English, guidance and special education,
Heather Lacelle, Principal of
Char-Lan District High School
retired this week.
10 YEARS AGO
Wednesday, July 14, 2010
Two RCMP vehicles blocked the
entrance to a residence in the
Cairnview Estates development in
South Lancaster, east of Cooper’s
Marsh, last Tuesday afternoon,
where members from several law
enforcement agencies, including
the Cornwall Regional Task Force,
executed a search warrant for contraband tobacco.
The investigation resulted in the
arrests of four suspects, and the
seizure of 140 cases of contraband
cigarettes, two long guns, several
pieces of video surveillance equipment and more than $175,000 in
cash that was hidden on the property.
• Wilfrid Vachon was killed instantly last Saturday after being
struck by a vehicle along SDG 23,
near his Glen Robertson area
home, while out for a ride in his
electric wheelchair.
Despite having his legs amputated following a heart attack and
peripheral vascular disease 25
years ago, Mr. Vachon remained
active, tending to his hobby farm
and making things for his grandchildren and great-grandchildren
in his workshop.
• A problem in the Alexandria
water distribution system is closer
to being resolved after North
Glengarry council awarded
Landmark Structures Co. a contract to replace the ineffective
water tower on Industrial
Boulevard for $2,172,000 plus HST.

Business and Professional Directory
Accounting/Bookkeeping

BDO Canada LLP
Chartered accountants and
consultants
Want to rely on professionals who keep up
with all the income tax issues?
You can definitely rely on the BDO experts!
Alexandria
Cornwall
Embrun
Ottawa
Rockland
Hawkesbury

613-525-1585
613-932-8691
613-443-5201
613-739-8221
613-446-6497
613-632-4498

Routine maintenance helps to maintain the value of your jewellery!

- Cleaning & Polishing
- Custom Design
- Pearl Restringing
- Ring Sizing
- Clasp/Stone/Shank Replacement - Prong Repair
- Watch Repair & Batteries
- Stone Setting
EE - Rhodium Plating
- General Repairs
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CARPET
CARP

STEVE CLARK Inc.
PROFESSIONAL CHIMNEY SWEEP
RAMONEUR PROFESSIONNEL
Sales, Service,
Repairs and
Installations
- Wett Certified YEAR-ROUND SERVICE / SERVICE À L’ANNÉE

Steve Clark 613 525-0893

H A W K E S B U RY
CHIMNEY
S W E E P S INC.
Professional cleaning,
repairs, inspection and
consulting services
WETT Certified Sweep
WETT CertifiedTechnician

Call Edward McDonald

613-525-4022
Painting

13
Weeks
Only
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(Colour extra)

Contact

The Glengarry News
613-525-2020 production@glengarrynews.ca

Neil the Painter
Interior - Exterior
Masonry Repairs
Interior
Painting, Drywall
Joints, Renovations

Neil McGregor

450-269-3349

Starting at only
$27.69 per week

The Glengarry News
613-525-2020

GOULET

Septic Pumping & Design

613-525-3759

Heating & Cooling

Keith Kennedy
Historical Mason Inc.

SALES AND SERVICE LTD.

Call us at
613-525-2020
or email:
production@
glengarrynews.ca

NEW DIVISION

• Air Conditioners
• Propane and Natural Gas Furnaces
• Outdoor Wood Furnaces
• Gas Fireplaces
• Duct Cleaning
Now
accepting

Moose Creek, ON

613-538-2460 • Andre: 613-551-5130
Ian: 613-551-5524

Construction

To Top
Bottom ons
ti
Renova
and everything
in between
Large and Small Jobs
Call for a free quote.

GLENN MACDONALD
613-527-3328

FRANKLIN

andre@andresfurnace.com
www.andresfurnace.com

613-880-9631

Ask about financing on oac

Windows and Doors

Real Estate
PROUD SUPPORTER OF
CHILDREN’S MIRACLE NETWORK

PORTES ET FENÊTRES

®

WINDOWS & DOORS

Mallory Franklin, North Lancaster

551-3169

613-

NEW LOCATION
Sales Representative
lyle@remaxmarquis.ca
cell: 613-551-0057
vwVi\È£ÎÎnn£ää
lylewarden.ca

3909 Cty Rd 45, Alexandria
(1/2 km west from the
OPP Station)
Yves
Gauthier

GLENGARRY EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING INC.
• BACKHOE • BULLDOZER • EXCAVATOR
• TRUCKING • SAND • STONE
• GRAVEL • SCREENED TOPSOIL
• LICENSED SEPTIC SYSTEM INSTALLER
• STONE FENCE CLEARING
• SNOW REMOVAL

Randy Lavigueur

613-525-4947

Tim
Charron

www.glengarrywindows.com

Excavation

613-551-9652

Sandblasting and Painting
Tractors, trailers, heavy equipment,
log homes and farm machinery
kennedymasonry@hotmail.com
kennedystonemasonry.com

Home Building
Renovation
Contracting
Complete Interior &
Exterior Renovations
Roofs, Siding,
Windows and Doors

1-888-678-8810

Sandblasting Services

Andre’s Furnace

YOU could have your
business here!
Starting at only
$27.69/week

Since 1990

• Mini Excavator
• Real Estate Inspections
• System Design
• Repair & Inspection
Green Valley

production@glengarrynews.ca

613-347-1400

Tel. 613-525-2836
360 Main St. S
Fax 613-525-2916
Alexandria, ON info@tapisrichardranger.ca
K0C 1A0
www.tapisrichardranger.ca
Chimney Sweep
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20346 Cannon St., South Lancaster

Complete Home Decorating Specialists

Chimney Sweep

An Ad This Size
Can Be Yours
for 13 Weeks

FOR ION
ASKNSPECTY!
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T

Carpets, Flooring, Home Decor

TAPIS
APIS

Septic Pumping

Custom Jewellery

Windows and Doors

WINDOWS
DOORS &
SIDING

YOU could have your
business card here!
Starting at only $15.38/week

Call us at 613-525-2020
or email:

SALES - INSTALLATION - SERVICE
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

production@glengarrynews.ca

613-347-1805
Cell: 613-930-1902

FOR ALL YOUR WINDOW,
DOOR AND SIDING NEEDS
Alexandria, ON
cmwindowsanddoors@gmail.com
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1991 inductees shone on national and international stages
With many organized sports having
been suspended during the COVID19 pandemic, The News is helping fill
the athletics void by publishing profiles of Glengarry Sports Hall of Fame
inductees. We will publish excerpts
from the biographies over the next few
weeks. In this edition, we look at the
1991 inductees: Adrien André, Dr.
Barbara Cameron, William Gebbie,
John Hay, Sylvia Kirkey and Bruno
Major. The portraits were created by
renowned artist Douglas Fales.
Adrien André
The son of Aldana André and his
wife, the former Rose Alman
Latour, South Lancaster, Adrien
André grew up with Lake St.
Francis in daily view. Enriched
with legendary fishing lore, it was
only natural that Adrien developed a keen desire to some day accept the challenges of not only

ter, Linda, skilled in the art of handling a rod and reel ably assisted
her father in winning the championship. Until the previous year
tournament organizers did not
allow local guides to compete.
Adrien never looked back after
that rule change.
Dr. Barbara Cameron
The former Barbara Mutch of
Maxville was honoured as a just
reward for academic and athletic
achievements all the way from
Maxville elementary schools to the
1976 Canadian Olympic Women’s
Four in rowing, filling the strategic
role of coxswain. After retiring
from competition, Barbara continued to pursue the completion of
her Ph. D. in Exercise Physiology
at Simon Fraser University, B.C.
Married to Gavin Cameron, the
daughter of Dr. John F. Mutch and

Adrien André

being a professional guide but also
be a winning competitor in
Walleye tournaments and fishing
derbies.
Knowledge of the better fishing
areas of Lake St. Francis is one of
the basic fundamentals relative to
being a successful guide.
However, cleaning a catch of pickerel, northern pike, bass, perch
and the famed “muskies” is an art
that must be practised by an apprentice guide and mastered before being rated in the professional
class. Adrien captured those skills
at an early age.
His reputation as being among
the guide leaders of Lake St.
Francis, drew the attention of TV
Ontario, which filmed fishing at
Lancaster as part of a provincewide series.
The filming was completed at
Lancaster Inn by project leader
Paul Marquardt, soundman Brian
Avery, star attraction Adrien
André and noted sportsman Ian
Macintosh.
Adrien has been a commercial
fisherman and Lake St. Francis
guide since 1949. He capitalized on
his vast knowledge to win the
1986 first prize of $5,000 in the
Budweiser National Walleye
Championship. His young daugh-

his wife the former Margaret Cook
was interested in extracurricular
activities in her youth, notably the
Maxville Girl Guides and the
Glengarry Highland Pipe Band.
McMaster University in Hamilton
provided Barbara with her first
rowing experience. In her initial
term Barbara was part of the crew
which won the Novice Women’s
Eights at the Ontario University
championship.
At a diminutive height of four
feet eleven inches, Barbara was recruited as a coxswain. In a rowing
crew, the role of the coxswain is to
steer a straight course during competition, and to provide coaching
and encouragement inside the
boat during both training and racing.
The next season Barbara trained
with the Leander Boar Club,
Hamilton. They won silver medals
for a second place finish at the
Canadian championships. This led
to Barbara’s selection to the
Ontario crew who when travelled
to the Maritimes for further competitions.
In 1976, Barbara was selected as
coxswain of the Women’s Four to
represent Canada at the Olympic
Games in Montreal. This was the
first time that women were al-

Dr. Barbara Cameron

lowed to compete in rowing at the
Olympics.
In order to gain international experience Barbara’s team travelled
to Europe where here crew finished second and fourth in major
competitions in Switzerland and
West Germany. Barbara’s
Canadian crew won the Gold
Medal in the Women’s Four at the
Munich International Regatta in
West Germany.
Barbara Muctch’s last competitive season was in 1978, when she
trained and raced for Burnaby
Lake Rowing Club in B.C. The
crew was comprised of many national team members winning
both the U.S. and Canadian championships including the Canadian
Henley Regatta.
Following her retirement from
competition, Barbara continued as
a coaching assistant and team a
manager for two years at Club
Espana in Mexico City and at the
University of California, Berkeley.
Since then she devoted most of
her time to pursuing her education and career. She has also
coached speed skating in British
Columbia.
She maintained her fitness by
running, hiking, and weight training. She completed two
marathons, numerous 10-kilometre runs and a triathlon.
William Gebbie
From his youth in minor hockey,
at the one-time Glengarry
Gardens, “Billy” Gebbie of
Alexandria was a devoted sports
fan. He was especially interested
in minor hockey, the Junior B
Alexandria Glens and the Old
Timers Hockey League.
In addition to an active role in
management and coaching, he
filled the important role of president of the Alexandria and District
Minor Hockey Association for several terms.
John Thomas “J. T.” Hay
J.T. Hay is the son of the late
Alex Hay and his wife the former
Anna Margaret MacSweyn. In his
youth he attended public school
just beyond the family farm home
in Lochiel Township.
Also here was the playground
where J.T. began to demonstrate
his youthful athletic skills in booting a soccer ball.
Graduating to high school J.T.
discovered that football on Friday
afternoons was the premier fall
sport in Glengarry, Cornwall,
Maxville, Vankleek Hill and
Hawkesbury and in his first practices with this new type of oblong
football he became attracted to
kicking the ball from a tee to get a
game underway and then boot the
ball from different angles and distances through the goal posts. The
Frank Clair of that high school era,
Gaels coach Stan Fraser, observed
that J.T. had distinctive kicking talents and he began to groom the
Lochiel farm boy in the technique
of kicking field goals.
From that day on J.T. Hay never
looked back.
Playing junior high school football was ideal training for this budding gridiron great to carry forward Glengarry’s rich football heritage. In due course came the lofty
heights of J.T.’s high school football career.
He was the star of an often recounted football story.
The setting is the Hawkesbury
high school football field. It is a
late fall Friday afternoon, a cold
breeze is blowing from the northwest and the mist is on the fringe
of a drizzle.
The Gaels are trailing by two
points; Stan Fraser sends J.T. out
to kick a field goal. J.T. coolly
swings his toe to the ball.
It’s up, straight and just over the
bar.
The Gaels win the championship by a single point.
His kick of a wet ball against a
slight breeze was later measured
at 43 yards.
At the spring training camp J.T.
was graded in third place among
the Sooners’ rookies.
Success breeds success and J.T.
in 1977 was signed by Ottawa
Rough Riders.
Youth had to surrender to seniority a couple of years later as veteran place kicker Jerry Organ returned to the Riders’ camp.
J.T. was gladly signed by Calgary
Stampeders where he played with
distinction until retirement in
1989.

petitions and was rewarded with
several trophies, the result of his
accuracy as a marksman.
The innovation of paddling
competition with the Raisin River
White Water Race during the
spring high-water run-off attracted Bruno Major and he decided as a true sportsman to accept the challenge of paddling the
grueling 21-mile course beginning
at St. Andrews.
Bruno’s competitive character
was all that was required to make
him an enthusiastic paddler. With
the exception of one year he competed in the race annually. He was
the winner twice and once with
Maurice Sauvé and repeated with
his oldest son Mark. Bruno won
silver awards four times and
bronze in three races and all other
contests, finishing in the top 10.
By this time confidence and
skills had boosted Bruno Major’s
moral to the point that he ventured to a higher level of racing in
the provincial and Marathon divisions. Briefly from 1985 finished
third in the Provincial-Mindex
Open and second in the Nationals
at Fredericton, N.B., also gold in
the 40-mile distance from North
Bay to Mattawa with Maurice
Sauvé. From 1987 to 1990 winning
ways were maintained at the
Provincials. In 1989, at the
Campbellford Provincials, he was
second in tandem and second in
North Canoe, before placing second and third at the Nationals in
Québec and first in the 1990
Provincials at Campbellford. After
building many racing canoes,
Bruno decided to fashion a 26-foot
full team canoe for team members
Larry Van Loon, Mark Major,
Maurice Sauvé, Maurice Deguire,
Yvon Ranger, and Lynn Marie

William Gebbie

J.T. Hay

Gallant. Bruno twice competed in
the world famous “Classique” in
Québec which attracts paddlers
from all of Canada and U.S. The
course is a distance of 120 miles
and it takes three days paddling to
cover the course.
Bruno placed first in the Masters
Class and was twice third in a 70mile endurance grind in
Cooperstown, N.Y.
In the off-season Bruno kept in

physical condition by cross-country skiing, which led to competitions, such as the Gatineau 55-mile
run.
He excelled in biking and running. Four times he won the
Ottawa Triathlon. In addition to
140 awards, Bruno was voted male
athlete of the year by
Charlottenburgh Township receiving a Government of Canada
medal.

Sylvia Kirkey

Sylvia (Wetzl) Kirkey
Sylvia Wetzl-Kirkey, formerly of
historic Glen Donald, the birthplace of the famed Col. R. R.
McLennan, “Big Rory,” and
Williamstown, is another
Glengarry rowing standout to be
inducted into the Glengarry
Sports Hall of Fame.
The daughter of Michael Wetzel
and the former Magda Schneider,
Sylvia attended elementary public
school and Char-Lan High School,
Williamstown.
Interested in sports generally,
Sylvia was attracted to the strenuous class of rowing and joined as
a novice with the Cornwall
Rowing Club, Summerstown, in
the fall of 1978 and spring of ‘79.
Development was rapid and as
a result Sylvia was selected to become a few member of Canada’s
Youth Rowing in June 1979. In
August, the short time of two
months, Sylvia’s crew won gold in
Moscow competing in the
Women’s Eights races.
Given the opportunity of joining
the Olympic rowing crew, she
moved to Burnaby, B.C. She was
successful as she was selected a
member of the Canadian Olympic
eowing crew.
Due to the Olympic boycott that
was enforced, much to the disappointment of all Canadian athletes, the Olympic rowing girls
competed in Amsterdam, Holland
and in Lucerne, Switzerland, that
summer in international races, the
World Championship class at
Lucerne.
All the forgoing led Sylvia to
qualify for the Canadian Women’s
Olympic Rowing crew in the fall
of 1980. When the crew was selected in June 1981, Sylvia Wetzel
had attained a lifetime ambition;
she was to be a member of the
Canadian Women’s rowing team.
The crew won gold medals at
the Canadian Championship held
in Montreal and competed in the
finals of the world championship
in Munich in August, 1981.
Among the many tangible
awards Sylvia received she cherishes the Province of Ontario
Distinguished performance in the
field of Amateur Sport and the
Alexandria Lions Club Vern
DeGeer trophy emblematic of a
Glengarry athlete receiving the
most and laudable press coverage

in 1982.
Bruno Major
Bruno Major, son of Alphonse
Major and his wife the former
Rena Latreille, Williamstown,
played his first hockey on the
Raisin River’s sheet of ice in early
December. Later he skated on
Williamstown’s famed rink, the
cradle of several Glengarry players
who went on to stardom in professional and senior OHA class
such as the Sullivans, Cattanachs,
Raymonds, Larocques.
From hockey Bruno Major became interested in trap shooting
and eventually took part in com-

Bruno Major
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And then there were three
Across
1 Ticklish toys popular in 1996
6 Guacamole scooper
11 Brief time?
14 Mary Tyler or Mae
15 Spam delivery, e.g.
16 ___ excellence (superior)
17 Marked with wet dirt, as a windshield
19 "Hail! " to Caesar
20 Fruity quencher
21 Carpenter's shaping tool
22 Makes a short story long, maybe
24 Film depicting Joan Crawford as
an abusive mother
28 King of France?
29 Alternative to a convertible
30 Remain in one's chair
36 "How adorable!"
39 'Tween's mate
40 Where to go in England?
41 How a negative balance appears
43 Québec town Val-___
44 Romantic setups between
strangers
46 Drink brand with a lizard logo
49 Not working, maybe
50 Pekoe-sipping social affairs
56 Word before "firma" or "cotta"
57 Luth., Bapt. or Presby.
58 Prov. riding rep.
61 Card-deck count, to Cassius
62 Query heard before dinner
66 Play Twenty Questions, at times
67 "___ that one, the other one"
68 "Give ___!" ("Try!")
69 Canonized "femme," for short
70 Question with no grey area
71 Pound, as a headache
Down
1 Most popular girl's name of
2015
2 Making a racket
3 Web user's gadget

4 Surgery sites, briefly
5 Collectors goal, maybe
6 "___ say more?"
7 Elicit a "Wow!"
8 Plastered (on), as makeup
9 Get a move on
10 Annoying biddy
11 Auto "graveyard" buy
12 Trough spots
13 Surfer's surface
18 Cottonlike fibre
23 It's panned in a "rio"
25 "___ and Crake" (Atwood)
26 Hog's portion
27 When-ish you'll take off: Abbr.
30 Not auto., as a transmission
31 Company, it is said
32 B-52 mission
33 ABC shelfmate
34 "Bonne fête à ___!"
35 Ages and ages
37 Little, in Loch Lomond
38 Typing test count: Abbr.
41 ___ No More movement
42 Simba's sweetie
44 Brian Mulroney's son
45 ", in a list
47 Above, in some poems
48 Built like an ox
50 Where the world is flat
51 Juno Award winner for "1234"
52 Is the warm-up band
53 "Smoking ___?"
54 Greet silently
55 Nasty campaign trick
59 Figaro's freshwater body
60 Short distance, alphabetically
63 Dig up the dirt?
64 Punster's asset
65 Its cap. is Addis Ababa
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As more
businesses
and services
p
reopen,
CROWDED PLANT: Kathy Hebb of Lancaster photographed this
crowded lavender plant which attracted both a bee and an ant.

‘Think of
pollinators’
The Ontario Federation of Agriculture is encouraging growers to be
mindful of pollinators, and follow best management practices to keep
them safe when using crop protection products.
One of every three bites of food relies on insect pollinators, says the
federation. Bees and other pollinators are essential for fresh fruit and
vegetable production, and play a pivotal role in agriculture. By practising
pollinator-friendly management practices, growers can help beekeepers
while maintaining a healthy population of insect pollinators.
Agriculture relies heavily on pollinators for its success, as pollinators
play an essential role in plant reproduction and food production. Bees
are the best-known pollinators. However, other pollinators include
wasps, beetles, flies, butterflies, and bats to name a few. Factors that affect the health of bees and pollinators are numerous and complex:
Pollinators are sensitive to many stressors and changes in their environment, including habitat destruction, chemical use, pathogens, and land
management practices. A multi-faceted strategy, including best management practices when using crop protection products, is needed to
ensure the health of bees and other pollinators, now and in the future.
Insect pollinators can be exposed to chemicals by flying in or near
sprayed or planting areas. Pollinators are also exposed when they consume contaminated nectar, pollen or water.
In Canada, pesticides are highly regulated to ensure they do not pose
a risk to human or environmental health. However, some crop protection products, if not applied correctly, can have damaging effects on
bees and their colonies, including bee deaths and colony losses. It is imperative that growers are mindful of pollinators when applying crop
protection products.
To ensure our pollinators are protected, farmers and beekeepers

should establish a farmer-beekeeper relationship, and be in close contact
with one another when hives are located on or near farmland.
Communication and cooperation between beekeepers, farmers, and applicators are critical. It is important that beekeepers understand cropping
practices and pest management practices used by farmers in the vicinity
of their hives. Equally, farmers and applicators should be aware of the
location of hives, and be mindful of chemical products and application
practices which may affect bee colonies. It is crucial that a balance is
maintained between all parties, to ensure a sustainable food system
while protecting pollinator health, the OFA says.

Go fishing, for free

MUTUAL BENEFITS: Milkweed, which is found almost everywhere, has a symbiotic relationship with Monarch butterflies. The
monarch relies on the plant to propagate while the butterfly is a
RICHARD MAHONEY PHOTO
primary pollinator of the milkweed.

With Ontario extending Family
Free Fishing to July 19, South
Nation Conservation (SNC) is encouraging families from across
Eastern Ontario to get out fishing
along the South Nation River.
Through various monitoring
initiatives, SNC has determined
that there are at least 72 species of
fish in the river, including smallmouth bass, pike, crappie, walleye, muskie, catfish and carp.
Conservation
areas
in
Casselman, St-Albert, Winchester
and Plantagenet and boat
launches in Crysler, Embrun,
Chesterville, and Spencerville
offer access for fishing and boating.
SNC reminds people to be safe
on the water and follow best practices: ensure that everybody is
wearing a life jacket; handle fish
with care and release them as
quickly as possible; and follow
conservation licence catch limits.
It is also recommended to tell
friends and family where you will
be fishing and when you plan on

returning.
It is unsafe and illegal under
the Federal Fisheries Act to fish
within 23 metres of a dam. Do not
fish near dams or use water control structures to access rivers.
Fish congregate in these areas to
pass over dams and access fish
ladders and fishing prevents
many fish species from spawning,
posing significant risks to fish
populations.
Use safe and appropriate fishing
locations.
SNC also gives new and young
anglers, including families, the
opportunity to go fishing at no
cost through its Tackle Share
Program, in which limited fishing
rods and tackle supplies are available to sign out for free from the
head office in Finch. Those interested in borrowing supplies can
contact SNC at 1-877-984-2948 or
info@nation.on.ca
Discover the endless angling
opportunities in the South Nation
River through the interactive fishing Story Map and recreational
fishing guide, available at
www.nation.on.ca/recreation/fishing

Hard ball

SIGN OF TROUBLE: These intricate patterns are the calling cards of the emerald ash borer, a tiny
insect that has caused major widespread damage to forests across North America. R. MAHONEY PHOTO

One might expect such a thing
in a football or hockey game, but
three major injuries in a friendly
game of softball? But that’s what
happened on July 10, 1960 when
a team from Glen Roy paid a
visit to Dalhousie.
The News reported Glen Roy
third baseman John Hugh Sloan
suffered three cracked ribs during the match-up, while teammate Cameron MacDonald
broke a finger. As for their opponents,
the
unidentified
Dalhousie catcher “had to retire
when his nose was broken in
two places by a foul tip.”
-- Scott Carmichael

and with social
gatherings
increased
to 10 people,
we alll must
continue
our efforts to
protect each
otherr..
2m

Practice physical
distancing, stay
two metres apart.

Wear a ffa
ace covering
g
when physicall distancing
is a challenge.

Continue to wash
y.
hands frequentlly

Get tested iff you are
worried you may have
COVID-19, orr have been
exposed to the virus.

Inside orr out, stay
y safe. Save lives.
Visit ontario.ca/coronavirus
Paid for by the Government of Ontario

